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Interpreting environmental computational
spreadsheets

Martine de Vos

Computer Science, Network Institute, VU University Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Martine.de.Vos@vu.nl

Abstract. Environmental computational spreadsheets are important tools
in supporting decision making. However, as the underlying concepts and
relations are not made explicit, the transparency and re-use of these
spreadsheets is severely limited. The goal of this project is to provide
a semi-automatic methodology for constructing the underlying knowl-
edge level model of environmental computational spreadsheets. We de-
velop and test this methodology in a limited number of case studies.
Our methodology combines heuristics on spreadsheet layout and for-
mulas, with existing methods from computer science. We evaluate our
constructed model with both the original developers and their peers.

1 Problem Statement

Current environmental issues, like climate change and biodiversity loss, are uni-
versal in their scale and long-term in their impact, their mechanisms are complex,
and empirical data are scarce [1–3]. In addition there is an urgent need to find
strategies to cope with these issues, and political pressure on the research com-
munity is high [3]. Environmental computer models are considered essential tools
in supporting environmental decision making by exploring the consequences of
alternative policies or management scenarios [1, 2].

Environmental computer models are mainly developed and used by domain
scientists and typically implemented as spreadsheets, Fortran programs or in
MatLab. These domain scientists have a knowledge level model [4] in their minds
containing the important concepts in their domain, and corresponding definitions
and interrelations. In the model development process (figure 1) they inevitably
make choices about which entities and processes they should include to describe
their study area, and how these should be translated and implemented in their
computer model. In this way their knowledge model is implicitly included in the
computer model, as it is reflected in, for example, the used modelling paradigm,
the model structure, the chosen concepts and their interrelations, and the math-
ematical equations [5].

It is hardly possible to obtain the knowledge level model from the domain
scientists themselves. They may give a limited textual explanation about their
ideas and choices in their publications, but they rather focus on the computa-
tional side of modeling [6]. In fact, they may not even be aware of the knowledge
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Fig. 1. Rough schematic overview of the current practice of development and use of
scientific spreadsheets by domain scientists

level model in their mind [7]. The knowledge level model is, however, essential to
understand the meaning and context of the results and insights generated with
the computer model. As a consequence, it is hard to make efficient and effective
use of environmental computer models by other people than the original devel-
opers [6].
The focus of this research is on environmental computer models that are im-
plemented as spreadsheets, from now on called ‘environmental computational
spreadsheets’. Spreadsheets are widely used by domain scientists to store and
manipulate quantitative data from their research projects [8, 9]. A drawback of
current spreadsheets is that their free format leads to both complex layout of
tables, and sloppy or limited specification of the semantics of the data and calcu-
lations [10, 11]. The goal of this project is therefore to provide a methodology for
making the underlying knowledge level model of environmental computational
spreadsheets explicit. Ideally the various elements in the research process, i.e.
observational data, spreadsheet and publications, could be connected to each
other through this explicit knowledge level model.

2 Relevancy

Results of this research could enable peers to discuss and assess the scientific
quality of environmental computational spreadsheets and to reuse corresponding
results and insights. This could contribute to both scientific cooperation and
progress, and reliable environmental decision making.

Our research is focused on spreadsheets from the domain of environmen-
tal science. However, scientists from other domains may have a similar way of
designing and using their spreadsheet models as environmental scientists. We
therefore think that the methods and insights from this study might also be
applied to spreadsheets from other domains, provided that these spreadsheets
contain both domain knowledge and quantitative data.

Interpreting environmental computational spreadsheet
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3 Related Work

Many authors in the field of environmental science advocate standardization
of the modelling process, summarized to as ‘Good Modelling Practice’, to en-
hance transparency of environmental computer models [12, 1, 13]. Similarly, sev-
eral studies in computer science, especially in the field of software engineering,
suggest how scientific software development could benefit from, for example,
clear documentation, relevant training options for scientists and publication of
source code [14, 15, 17]. The suggested procedures and guidelines will likely yield
more reliable software. However, to guarantee more reliable science, the knowl-
edge included in that software should also be taken into account.

In recent years significant progress has been made in the semantic annota-
tion of scientific models, data sets, and publications. Many tools and techniques
are avaliable to connect measurements and terms to the identity of observable
entities they quantify [18–21]. A higher level of abstraction that is being inves-
tigated is the semantic annotation of scientific practice as a whole. The open
provenance model, PROV, 1 helps scientists to document and process prove-
nance information to ensure reproducibility of their analyses [22]. Furthermore,
in several scientific disciplines workflow systems [23, 24] are used to integrate
and analyse data in a correct and meaningful way.

Several tools and techniques can be used to annotate tabular data. The Data
Cube vocabulary 2, for example, provides a means for publishing statistical data
as linked data with associated metadata in order to support interpretation and
reproducibility. Existing conversion systems like RDF123 [11] and XLWrap [25]
allow mapping information from spreadsheets to RDF. And some tools, like
Rightfield [8] and Anzo 3, allow the direct annotation of data inside spreadsheet
tables.

4 Research Question(s)

In the above described annotation methods the spreadsheets themselves remain
largely black-boxes. As a consequence, we may miss out on valuable information
on the developers’ understanding and interpretation of the system of interest.
However, related work also shows that there are plenty solutions to the issue of
representing scientific tabular data. As such these studies provide useful tools
and information that can be used as a starting point for present study.
The general research question we wish to answer in our study is the following:
To what extent can the underlying knowledge level model of an environmental
computational spreadsheet be made explicit?
We refine this question into two more specific subquestions.

1. How can the underlying knowledge level model of an environmental compu-
tational spreadsheet be adequately described?

1 W3C Provenance Working Group, http://www.w3.org/2011/prov/
2 Data Cube, http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-data-cube/
3 Anzo, http://www.cambridgesemantics.com

Interpreting environmental computational spreadsheet
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An adequate description of the underlying knowledge level model is defined
as a description that
– agrees with the views of the original developers of the spreadsheets.
– can be understood and applied by the original developers of the spread-

sheets and their peers.
– allows representation of domain concepts, their hierarchical and prop-

erty relations, and the computational relations that exist between these
concepts

2. What are the requirements for a methodology for constructing the underlying
knowledge level model of an environmental computational spreadsheet?

5 Hypotheses

When we apply our methodology to an environmental computational spread-
sheet, we expect that the resulting constructed knowledge level model is an
adequate description of the underlying knowledge level model.

6 Preliminary results

We did two case studies on an existing environmental computer model,i.e., a
spreadsheet model that enables policy analyses concerning the Dutch energy
system .

In the first case study [7] we manually analyzed the design of the tables and
the formulas in the spreadsheets 4. We semantically characterized the underlying
concepts and their interrelations (figure 2) and represented these as an instanti-
ation of an existing ontology, the OM Ontology for units of Measure and related
concepts [10]. The main concepts and their interrelations as we identified them
in our resulting ontology did not conflict with the developer’s views. However,
we also discovered that the developers see their models mainly as instruments to
perform simulation studies, and therefore focus on the computational aspects.

            

   MicroEV         

              
              
              
              

InvestmentCost  €  2000         
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              

Phenomenon 

Measure 

Unit of Measure Quantity 

Fig. 2. Example, in outline, of the semantic characterization of terms in a spreadsheet
table.

In the second case study [26] we combined automatic and manual methods to
analyze the calculation procedures in the spreadsheets. This resulted in a huge

4 Spreadsheet Examples, http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/edesign/

Interpreting environmental computational spreadsheet
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network of interconnected spreadsheet cells (figure 3). We used network analysis
to determine which nodes in the graph are the most important, and manually
connected these in a simplifed calculation workflow.

Fig. 3. Network of spreadsheet cells connected through formulas.

7 Approach

In this project we aim at developing a methodology for semi-automatic con-
struction of the underlying knowledge model of an environmental computational
spreadsheet. As described above, there are no similar studies on this topic, nor
is it possible to access the knowledge level model in the minds of the original
developers of environmental computational spreadsheets. We therefore consider
it not feasible to set up a study based on quantitative experiments. Instead we
choose an approach based on the analyses of a limited number of case studies,
and as a consequence, our research has an exploratory character.

Our case studies are all scientific spreadsheet models of existing research
projects from the domain of environmental science. We have access to the actual
spreadsheets and corresponding datasets, as well as to the publications describing
the models and analyses. Furthermore, we have personal contact with the model
developers and users.

We develop our methodology based on the in-depth, qualitative analysis of
one case study. We will manually analyze the layout of the spreadsheet tables, as
well as the formulas connecting the spreadsheet cells. We determine to what ex-
tent the observed patterns provide insight in the semantics of the content of the
tables, and record our findings in heuristics. Spreadsheet terms can be matched

Interpreting environmental computational spreadsheet
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automatically with concepts of external vocabularies on domain concepts, and on
quantitative tabular data. We combine this matching with our layout heuristics
to recognize the concepts in the spreadsheets and their interrelations. In ad-
dition, we will automatically trace the dependencies between spreadsheet cells
through formulas and analyze the resulting networks using techniques for net-
work analysis. We combine these analyses with our heuristics on formulas to
construct the calculation workflow in the spreadsheets.

Research question 1 is studied by focusing on the performance of our method
in each case study. The different steps in our methodology of constructing the
knowledge level model are performed manually by the original developers, and
their results are compared with results from our semi-automatic method. We test
the applicability of the constructed model by using it to connect concepts from
the spreadsheets, with concepts from corresponding publications, or data sets.
In a separate user study we will test to what extent peers are able to understand
and apply the constructed knowledge level model.

Research question 2 is studied by focusing on the different techniques that are
used to describe the knowledge level model. The use of external vocabularies is
evaluated by determining how many of the spreadsheet terms could be matched,
and how relevant these matches are. We also determine which properties of these
vocabularies influence this matching. The use of network analysis techniques is
evaluated by determining to what extent these techniques are able to recognize
the important variables, as indicated by the original developers, in the calcula-
tion workflow. We determine which properties of the spreadsheets influence the
performance of our method.

8 Evaluation plan

In order to test our hypothesis we will formulate measurable definitions on what
it means for original developers and peers to understand and apply the con-
structed knowledge level model. Possible indicators we could use are, for exam-
ple,

– the number of concepts, relations and variables that occur both in the con-
structed model and in the manual analysis of the original developers.

– the number of connections that can be made from the spreadsheet to corre-
sponding publications and datasets.

9 Reflections

We think our approach is likely to succeed as it is targeted at existing envi-
ronmental computational spreadsheets. We expect that studying the patterns
in these spreadsheets will provide us useful insights on environmental modeling.
We also see several promising external developments. Firstly, there is a grow-
ing awareness of both the importance of open source code and data, and the
importance of methods to provide corresponding credits to modelers and data

Interpreting environmental computational spreadsheet
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providers. Besides, there is an increasing availability of external domain vocab-
ularies.
This PhD research is now at the half way stage. Current work is an extension of
our first case study (section 6) and involves the development of a semi-automatic
method for defining the concepts and interrelations in spreadsheets. We use the
external vocabularies AGROVOC [27] and OM[10], to map and categorize the
spreadsheet terms. The plan for the near future is to continue the work of our
second case study by developing a semi-automatic method for the construction
of the calculation workflow.
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Optimizing SPARQL Query Processing On
Dynamic and Static Data Based on Query

Response Requirements Using Materialization

Soheila Dehghanzadeh

Insight Center for Data Analytics, Ireland, Galway
soheila.dehghanzadeh@insight-centre.org

Abstract. To integrate various Linked Datasets, the data warehousing
and the live query processing approaches provide two extremes for the
optimized response time and quality respectively. The first approach pro-
vides very fast responses but su↵ers from providing low-quality responses
because changes of original data are not immediately reflected on ma-
terialized data. The second approach provides accurate responses but it
is notorious for long response times. A hybrid SPARQL query processor
provides a middle ground between two specified extremes by splitting
triple patterns of the SPARQL query between live and local processors
based on a predetermined coherence threshold specified by the admin-
istrator. However, considering quality requirements while splitting the
SPARQL query, enables the processor to eliminate the unnecessary live
execution and releases resources for other queries and is the main focus of
my work. This requires estimating quality of the response provided with
the current materialized data, compare it with user requirements and
determine the most selective sub-queries which can boost the response
quality up to the specified level with least computational complexity.
In this work, we discuss the preliminary result for estimating the fresh-
ness of materialized data, as one dimension of the quality, by extending
cardinality estimation techniques and explain the future plan.
Keywords. RDF Data Warehouse, View Materialization, SPARQL live
querying, quality estimation.

1 Problem Description

Content of the Linked Data is constantly growing and distributed among het-
erogeneous sources that change their data with various update rates. To process
queries over the Linked Data, a data warehousing approach [13] creates a central
repository of all triples that is collected by crawlers. However, crawling, storing
and maintaining this huge amounts of data is a challenging task due to data vol-
ume, velocity and variety. The incremental view maintenance or more recently
the higher order incremental view maintenance [10] are designed to e�ciently
maintain views based on an update stream in a relational database environment.
But in a Linked Data environment individual RDF datasets or SPARQL end-
points are not designed to report every single update. Thus the data warehouse
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has to extract updates by querying original sources. Hence, the view mainte-
nance translates to the live query execution which is a very time consuming job
and it is more e�cient to defer it as far as current materialized data could fulfil
response quality requirements.

Another approach to manage the Linked Data is live querying [6] which
processes queries by dereferencing URIs and following relevant links on-demand
and naturally incurs very slow response times but with high quality (fresh and
complete). Thus, the more time spent on fetching data from source the higher the
response quality and vice versa. This represents an inherent trade-o↵ between
the time spent on processing the query and the quality of the response which
can be considered as a spectrum from a response with high quality and long
retrieval time to a response with low quality but short retrieval time.

To mitigate time consuming live querying, the recently proposed hybrid query
processing technique [15] suggested to combine the data warehousing with the
live query processing techniques. [15] uses coherence values to split triple patterns
of a query to a dynamic predicate set for live execution, and a static predicate
set for local processing. The coherence of each predicate is defined as the ratio
between the cardinality of live results that exist in the materialized data and the
total cardinality of live results. [15] achieved individual points in the response
time/quality trade-o↵ spectrum by splitting predicates using di↵erent coherence
thresholds. The coherence threshold of the hybrid approach is strictly defined by
the system administrator and has no flexibility depending on response quality
requirements of individual queries. However, some query requirements can be
fulfilled using the existing local store with no or less live execution. Thus we
hypothesize that query response requirements can be exploited to adaptively
optimize the splitting process. This releases computational resources for other
queries and leads to better scalability and e�cient load balancing.

Motivation To motivate the described problem, consider a user who is will-
ing to broadcast a commercial advertisement to specific emails and is satisfied
with say 80% freshness in email addresses provided by the response. The in-
centive of being satisfied with less freshness or quality is to get faster response
and consume less computational resources and pay less accordingly. Response
requirements are expressed based on the response time and quality by the user
or service issuing the query.

Research Question The fundamental research question is how to optimally
split an SPARQL query among live and local query processors based on response
time and quality requirements? Currently, there exists no automatic way to guide
the splitting decision and to adaptively refine it. The fastest response is achieved
by fully executing the query on materialized data. In order to compare the quality
of response provided with materialized data with required quality, we need to
estimate it. Thus, estimating the quality of response provided with materialized
data is our first sub-problem. If materialized data couldn’t fulfil user quality
requirements, parts of the query must be executed lively to boost the quality
of the response. Various sub-queries can be redirected to the live engine which
leads to various splitting strategies. The second sub-problem is to estimate the

Optimizing SPARQL Query Processing On Dynamic and Static Data Based on Query
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quality of the response achieved with an splitting strategy. The optimization is
to choose the least costly splitting strategy which is estimated to fulfil required
quality.

Contribution Of The Thesis The main contribution in this thesis is to op-
timize query splitting according to specific requirements of each query. Choosing
the splitting strategy that estimated to fulfil required quality with lowest execu-
tion time is the ultimate goal of our query processor. To do so, we break down
the problem into two sub-problems mentioned in the research question. Here
we propose solutions for the first sub-problem. Also quality metrics should be
explicitly defined in a Linked Data query processing environment.

Fig. 1. freshness and
completeness

In Fig 1 suppose the shaded circle represents the re-
sult of executing query on the materialized data and the
transparent circle represents the query results of the live
engine. ”A”, which represents query results in the materi-
alized data that doesn’t exist in the result provided with
the live engine, could contain inferred results from mate-
rialized data, data from not available sources and results
which has been removed from original sources. However
we relax the problem by only considering the latter reason
which means we assumed all sources to be available and
no inferred data is added to the materialized data. ”B”
represent the result set which exists both in live and local
store. ”C” represents the newly added query responses to
the live data which still have not been reflected in the ma-
terialized data. We simplify the problem by assuming that
live engine is able to cover all potential responses. With the above assumptions,
Freshness quantifies the e↵ect of the deletion on response quality and is defined
as B/(A+B). Completeness quantifies the e↵ect of addition on response quality
and is defined as B/(B + C). In our preliminary experiment we only consider
the freshness as the quality metric of the response because in our synthetic data
set we are assuming that data can only be removed from real world after mate-
rialization which makes triples to become stale. However, in this thesis, we are
aiming to consider real world snapshots with both addition and deletion. Thus,
both completeness and freshness need to be considered and estimated as quality
metrics of various splitting strategies.

Problem Relevancy By adaptively splitting the query between local and
live processors, we prevent unnecessary live execution and reduce network tra�c
and response time.

2 Related Work

The problem of e�ciently processing queries by exploiting the materialized data
requires a comprehensive view management procedure. This includes the view
selection, the view maintenance, the view exploitation and the cost modelling.
Interested readers are referred to [5] for detailed explanation on each phase.

Optimizing SPARQL Query Processing On Dynamic and Static Data Based on Query
Response Requirements Using Materialization
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Various strategies for view selection(i.e. full or partial materialization) and
view maintenance(i.e. immediate or deferred maintenance) can adjust the re-
sponse time/quality trade-o↵. DBToaster [10] fully materialize data and imme-
diately apply updates. Thus, there is no option to adjust the time/quality trade-
o↵. It minimizes the cost of processing updates by converting the maintenance
task to an e�cient code for execution in a relational data model.

[4] chooses the best query set which fully covers a fixed query set and they
didn’t discuss the e↵ect of postponing maintenance on time/quality trade-o↵.

The hybrid approach introduced by [15], considers the existing store of a data
warehouse as a predefined set of materialized data to be exploited for responding
queries. Thus, the hybrid approach actually relaxes the view selection. They use
a coherence value to split the query for local or live execution(i.e, maintenance).
As alluded before, to maintain the views according to response requirements, we
need to adaptively refine the coherance threshold which is not addressed by [15].
On the other hand, [2] recommended RDF indices to materialize based on a given
workload aiming to improve performance of the query evaluation. However, in
contrast to [4], queries still need to access the original data set because indices
are partially covering queries. This approach assumes the original data are not
changing and materialized data never gets out-of-date.

[9] is using response requirements to defer unnecessary maintenance tasks
based on user preferences when an update stream exists at the data warehouse.
We are aiming to target a similar problem but in a Linked Data querying envi-
ronment where an update stream doesn’t exist.

There has been research to estimate the quality of query response provided
by materialized data in relational database which requires accurate cardinality
estimation and accuracy of involved attributes [3]. The estimation of quality
metrics are based on the identity attribute and is achieved by tracking the cat-
egory change of each type of tuple during each operation. However, in an RDF
setting there is no notion of id for tuples. Thus applying that approach for the
Linked Data is not directly possible. We hypothesize that statistics of cardinal-
ity estimation techniques can be extended to estimate the quality of a query
response.

3 Approach

Following our hypothesis, we extend indexing and multi-dimensional histograms
for estimating the freshness of a join.

Indexing Based Approaches We designed two indexing structures to es-
timate join freshness:

– Simple Estimate join freshness by simply multiplying freshness of join’s
predicates. It requires indexing predicates along with their observed fresh-
ness. This approach works very well when join result is the Cartesian product
of each predicate’s result set.

– CS Estimate join freshness by using the characteristic set [11] technique. It
groups subjects with the same set of predicates together and index it as a
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”subject group”. The whole dataset can be summarized into a set of ”subject
group”s with their associated predicates and freshness for each predicate.
Analogously, the join’s characteristic set(s) consist of individual subject(s)
with their requested property(es). To estimate the freshness of a join, we
simply sum up the fresh cardinality and the total cardinality of characteristic
sets that are super set of the join’s characteristic set and divide the fresh
cardinality by the total cardinality.

Histogram Based Approaches Histograms and Qtrees are among suc-
cessful approaches for the data summarization and the join cardinality estima-
tion. Summerization in histogram-based approaches (histogram and Qtree) is
achieved by grouping attribute values into buckets and estimating all bucket
entries with one summarized value. Join between triple patterns translates to
intersection of buckets, assuming that entries are uniformly distributed all over
each bucket. Interested readers are referred to [14] for more explanation. To
adapt the histogram-based approaches for the freshness estimation problem, we
proposed keeping two entries per bucket; the number of fresh and stale entries.

Histogram based approaches require a hashing function to transfer the string
representation to numeric representation for processing data. It will determine
the uniformity of data distribution which is the main trick leveraged by the
histogram to summarize data. Histogram bucket boundaries for each dimension
are determined based on a partitioning rule which requires a sort and source
parameter to specify buckets [12]. We investigated di↵erent sort and sources and
results are presented in Section 4.

Qtree is an optimized histogram and its buckets are determined by identifying
populated areas in the multi dimensional cube using a distance metric. Interested
readers are referred to [14] for more detailed explanation.

Evaluation Plan In our preliminary work, we assumed that data can only
be deleted from the original dataset after materialization. Thus we could only
measure freshness metric. We summarized a synthetically labeled dataset to es-
timate the freshness of queries without executing query on the original labeled
dataset. However, in fact both addition and deletion occur in original data after
materialization and therefore we need to be able to estimate both freshness and
completeness of the response. For that we need to either extend the cardinal-
ity estimation with statistics of both addition and deletion or create individual
indexes for estimation of each quality metric. A real example of addition and
deletion occurring in materialized data can be observed within consecutive snap-
shots of the Linked Data Observatory [8]. To solve the first sub-problem in a
realistic scenario, i.e.,estimating the quality of response provided with materi-
alized data, we summarize these snapshots with extension of above approaches,
compare their estimation performance for individual quality metrics and choose
the one with lowest estimation error. We use the same summarization tech-
nique for estimating the quality of response provided with an splitting strategy
considering that the quality of the live sub-query has increased to 100%. Hav-
ing the quality estimations of each splitting strategy, we choose the splitting
strategy that is estimated to fulfil response requirements and has the lowest
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execution time. To evaluate the e↵ectiveness of considering user requirements
for optimizing query processing, we will compute the di↵erence among required
quality and achieved quality of the response provided with various query process-
ing approaches(i.e., materialized, live, hybrid, adaptive-hybrid) considering their
execution time. Adaptive-hybrid approach is aiming to achieve lowest execution
time and lowest quality di↵erence.

4 Preliminary Results

Experiment set-up In this experiment, we are tackling the join freshness es-
timation problem. We used the BSBM benchmark [1] to generate a dataset
(374,920 triples with 40 distinct predicates) and a query set. Each triple is ei-
ther fresh i.e, triple exists after maintenance or stale i.e, triple doesn’t exist
after maintenance. To split triples between fresh and stale category, we divide
predicates among 10 levels of freshness(0-10%, 10-20%, ..., 90-100%) according
to r-beta distribution of predicate freshness observed in [15] and assign true or
false to triples in dataset based on the freshness value of their predicate. We
used the BSBM query templates to generate queries and extract individual joins
out of them. In this paper, due to space limitation, we only present actual and
estimated freshness for 557 subject-subject joins. To estimate freshness of joins,
an index(histogram) is built ,by inserting all individual triples with their asso-
ciated label to their corresponding index entry (histogram bucket), and used for
join processing as explained below:

– Indexing We estimated the freshness of subject-subject joins using two
indexing approaches: simple freshness multiplication and characteristic set
[11]. Figure 2 shows actual and predicted freshness started to disagree after
query 285 which is due to existence of bounded triple patterns in joins. Thus
index-based approaches lack on joins having a bounded triple pattern.

Fig. 2. freshness estimation in subject-subject joins using indexing approaches

– Histogram Histogram requires a proper hashing technique to transfer data
from the string representation to the numerical representation.
Choose a Proper Hashing Figure 3(a) shows actual versus predicated
freshness using the histogram with similarity-based hashing (mixed hashing
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proposed in [14]). In figure 3(a), joins with di↵erent actual freshness have

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. predicted vs real freshness in histogram using (a)similarity based hashing (b)
freshness hashing for S-S joins

been predicted with similar values due to similarity among bounded objects.
This observation along with the fact that histogram estimates neighbouring
entries with the same value, strikes the idea of keeping entries with simi-
lar freshness close together. Hence, we proposed to sort dimension entries
based on their freshness values. Figure 3(b) depicts that sorting dimension
entries based on their observed freshness (freshness hashing) leads to better
freshness estimates for joins.

Estimation Error We quantified the estimation error of proposed tech-
niques using RMSD normalized error [7] to compare the estimation error
over the course of storage space. The normalized RSMD of histograms us-
ing the freshness hashing is plotted in Figure 4 and it shows the estimation
error of the histogram and the Qtree converged to 0.07 in summary size of
3000 buckets while the simple predicate multiplication (an indexing based
approach) consumes less space with a lower estimation error. The error of
histogram based approaches can be further decreased by increasing the sum-
mary size or implementing more advanced type of histograms.

Fig. 4. Freshness estimation error in s-s join in Qtree and histogram using sort hashing
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Reflections Traditional approaches estimate join freshness by multiplying
freshness of join counterparts. We showed that, this approach mainly lacks on
joins with bounded triple patterns(Figure 2). We compared its estimation per-
formance with adapted histograms which leads to less estimation error only by
increasing the histogram’s summary size. We are planning to reduce the esti-
mation error by using histograms with advanced hashing and adapting other
cardinality estimation techniques such as sampling and wavelet.

Acknowledgements I would like to thank Manfred Hauswirth, Josiane
Xavier Parreira and Marcel Karnstedt for their valuable comments on the paper.
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Abstract.   This thesis will discuss a knowledge-based model for the design and 
development of units of learning and teaching aids. The idea behind this work 
originates from previous theoretical work on ECM - Educational Concept Map 
(a logical and abstract annotation system, derived from the theories of instruc-
tional design), from the open issues in designing instructional authoring system, 
and from the lack of a well-defined process able to merge pedagogical strate-
gies with systems for the knowledge organization of the domain.  

 

Keywords: Knowledge Management, Topic Maps, Instructional Design, Se-
mantic technologies 

1 Problem Statement 

Teaching and learning have undergone profound changes in recent years, partly a 
consequence of the evolution of learning theories, in part dependent on the develop-
ment and evolution of network technologies. The emergence of constructivist theories 
of learning models [1] was accompanied by the evolution of the management of learn-
ing processes that have facilitated the dynamics of sharing and co-construction of 
knowledge. The evolution of this scenario prepared the ground to new challenges to 
research on issues such as interoperability and reusability of learning materials, acces-
sibility, personalization, the definition of standards, quality, etc. 

The basic idea that drove this PhD thesis starts from this awareness. The final goal 
is the definition and development of a knowledge-based model for instructional de-
sign with specific focus on educational content designed, to be used in e-learning 
environments, taking into account the perspectives of development that appears to 
promise the web today, grounded also on a pedagogical reflection and scientific 
knowledge we have today. 

The approach proposed in this thesis finds its foundation in the work of those who 
in recent decades have addressed the problems underlying the processes of learning 
on the one hand and the other knowledge representation, with particular attention to 
the area of research that goes under the name of the semantic web. 

The specific problem I address is a knowledge-based model for the design and de-
velopment of units of learning and teaching aids. The idea originates from the analy-
sis of the open issues in instructional authoring system, and from the lack of a well-
defined process able to merge pedagogical strategies with systems for the knowledge 
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organization of the domain. In particular, the plan is to ground the work on the ECM - 
Educational Concept Map - model: a logical and abstract annotation system, derived 
from the theories of instructional design, developed with the aim of guaranteeing the 
reusability of both teaching materials and knowledge structures [2]. By means of 
ECMs, will be possible to design lessons and/or learning paths from an ontological 
structure characterized by the integration of hierarchical and associative relationships 
among the educational objectives. Within this context, I will address also the problem 
to find a “suitable” teaching and learning path through an ECM, i.e., a sequence of 
concept characterizing the subject matter under definition (a lesson or an entire 
course), and how these maps can be implemented by means of semantic web stand-
ards and technologies [3, 4, 5, 6].  

An ECM has a two level structure: the level of concept, i.e. a model of representa-
tion of the subject matter where each topic can be associated (level of resources) with 
one or more resources describing the topic itself (documents, pictures, movies, ...). 
The plan is therefore to use the level of concept to automatically search relevant re-
sources that are, in turn, associated to each topic of the level of concept in semi auto-
matic way (by approval of the teacher). That is planned to do translating the ECM 
structure in RDF triples and activating web search extracting data from educational 
datasets by means of  a combination of triples (see research questions). 

2 Relevancy 

The problems I address in this thesis are still open issues in instructional authoring 
system, and there is still a lack of a well-defined process able to merge pedagogical 
strategies with systems for the knowledge organization of the domain. By means of 
the logical and abstract annotation model of ECMs, it will be possible to design les-
sons and/or learning paths (see previous section). Once an ECM for a subject matter is 
defined by a teacher, the design of a lesson (for the teacher) and the surfing through a 
learning path for a student become a problem of topological sorting (on a graph) [7]. 
The possibility to make adaptive topological sort on an ECM become a powerful tool 
both for teachers, during the instructional design phase, and for students, during the 
learning phase. 

Indeed, once an ECM is defined, the teacher can design a lesson adapting it on the 
previous background of its class, and a student can personalize the learning path de-
pending on its specific knowledge and skills. 

3 Related Work 

This thesis addresses the problem of instructional authoring system from different 
point of view trying to integrate into a same model distinct aspects. From the peda-
gogical point of view, the framework of reference is that depicted  by Stelzer and 
Kingsley in [8] and later revised in [9]; from the point of view of the representation of 
the subject matter the reference model is that of subject centric networks with specific 
focus on the Topic Maps model [10]; from the point of view of technology related 
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works are that carried out by projects and research consortia working on Topic Maps 
[3, 4, 5, 6]. The real difficulty is the integration between pedagogical and technological 
aspects in a common tool easy to be used by teachers and students. 

4 Research Question(s) 

 
The goal of this thesis is to development a system that assist the teacher for the design 
of a course by proposing a pliable model of domain knowledge on the base of a 
course (see relevancy) with the aim of guarantee the reusability of both the teaching 
aids and knowledge structure of a single disciplines. As to reusability, the ECM are 
designed to maintain the concept layer separate from the resources, making it possible 
to provide courses with the same CCM from the ECM but with different resources. 
Furthermore. for the implementation of efficient information search, metadata will be 
a central component and an pedagogical ontology describing the characteristics of the 
didactic resource will be defined. In TM metadata can be isolated and stored separate-
ly from the object, but still closely connected to the object. Since we need a represen-
tation of domain that can be seen from different points of view, each view showing a 
different structure, different set  of parts, differently related [Prietula and Marchak, 
1985] it seemed to us that TM are an appropriate abstraction for designing units of 
learning. Once an educational objective is define the system will assist the design of 
the course by automatically identifying the “prerequisites”, in other words the concept 
that a student must know before attending a given unit of learning and the learning 
outcomes, on base of the relations (see approach). Still in assisting the teacher it re-
mains an open problem how to propose and identify automatically resources to 
him/her. Accessibility, readability and searchability of web information are crucial for 
the semi-automatic extension of the knowledge base of our ECM. Integrating infor-
mation from the two coexisting semantic web exchanging formats (RDF and TM) it’s 
not a straightforward process, but our idea of web information retrieval is based on 
simplificate mapping of topics to RDF triples for RDF extraction of data from educa-
tional datasets.  In order to propose to the teacher a possible sequence of topics where 
each topic can appear only once and cannot be preceded by any of his successors the 
systems implements a topological order modified algorithm that provides all the pos-
sible sequence of topological sorting (see approach). This is possible since between 
the units of learning and between the topics there could be a propedeutic relations (is-
requirement-of) which is unidirectional relation that impose a precedence relationship 
that makes the  unit of learning an acyclic graph. 

5 Hypotheses 

   The availability of “sound” knowledge-based tools increases the productivity of 
teachers (time and quality) in the daily process of instructional design. 
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6 Preliminary results 

The system is in the initial stage of implementation. The decision on the implementa-
tion framework to use for the development was conditioned on the usage of an open 
source framework that implements the TM standard possibly with active community. 
One further requirements was the mapping functionality of TM to RDF and vice ver-
sa. At first we focused on testing two open-source tools, Ontopia [5] and Wandora [6]; 
then we opt for building the system on top of Ontopia as being a well-established 
topic maps creation tool, with good reputation and with a powerful and flexible 
graphical presentation tool. The system besides the Ontopia engine for the creation of 
the TM and TM repository has a Resource Engine that handles the versioning and the 
metadata of the resources. Also further functionalities should be implemented for the 
topological ordering (see next section) and the assistance in the building of the CCM. 

7 Approach 

Educational Concept Maps (ECMs) are a formal representation of the subject matter 
structure in the context of learning environments, and a formal definition of the model 
is available in [2]. To understand the work of this thesis it is necessary, however, re-
port here some concepts. An ECM is a logical and abstract annotation model created 
with the aim of guaranteeing the reusability of teaching materials, as well as of 
knowledge structures, and designed taking into account the pedagogical requirements 
defined by Educational Modeling Language research group [14]. It has been devel-
oped by means of an ontological structure characterized by the integration of hierar-
chical and associative relationships. Firstly, it asks teachers and instructional design-
ers to focus their attention on learners’ profile (in particular educational background, 
learning and cognitive styles) and objectives. Taking into account these elements, the 
model suggests how to identify, within the discipline’s subject matter, the key con-
cepts and their relationships so as to identify effective strategies of contents presenta-
tion and to support the activation of meaningful learning processes. 
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Fig. 1. CADDIE model 

According to that model, a profiled learner has a goal identified by an objective (or a 
composition of objectives) that is achieved by a Unit of Learning (UoL), or by a com-
position of UoLs. The Course Unit (CU) is the indivisible union of an objective with 
its unit of learning and can be composed by creating the tree structure of the course 
(learning units, sub-learning units, etc.). The course units may be connected each 
other by means of the Educational Associations (EA) that may represent a link or a 
propaedeutic relationship the units have (see Fig. 1.). In particular, four types of EA 
have been identified: 
·   is-requirement-of: identifying a transitive and propaedeutic association between two 
or more topics (e.g., it may be used with the aim of specifying the logical order of 
contents);  
·   is-related-to: identifying a symmetric association among closely related topics (e.g., 
it may be used with the aim of creating learning paths without precedence con-
straints); 
·   is-not-related-to: identifying a symmetric relation of indifference between two or 
more topics (e.g., it may be used with the aim of making explicit the absence of asso-
ciation among topics); 
·   is-suggested-link-of: identifying not-closely related concepts (e.g., this relationship 
type may be used in order to suggest in-depth resources, internal or external to the 
contents repository). 
These relation types have been defined with the aim of allowing teachers to create 
different learning paths (with or without precedence constraints among topics). 
The same types of relationship can be found between topics. The latter are the smaller 
granularity of the ECM model. They represent the concepts of the domain: any sub-
jects a teacher may want to talk about. Moreover, the units of learning are connected 
to the topics through two relationships: 
o has-primary-topic: where a primary topic identifies the “prerequisites”, in other 
words the concept that a student must know before attending a given unit of learning; 
o has-secondary-topic: where secondary topic identifies the concepts that will be 
explained in the present unit of learning (this kind of topics will have specific learning 
materials associated). 
In the ECM model, a course unit contains an educational objective and a unit of learn-
ing. Connected to the UoL there are the topics of the conceptual map describing the 
domain of the course itself. These topics can be both primary or secondary, depending 
on the context they are included in, within the unit of learning. Finally the secondary 
topics contain the material aid. Such resources, grouped in a unit of learning, enable 
to reach the objective connected to the UoL itself. The CUs allow the teachers to cre-
ate complex nested structures using the EA.  
The ECM model is the theoretical framework for the design of a system, currently in 
the implementation phase, with some innovative features described in the following: 

1. The possibility to publish an Educational Concept Map on the Web and the 
relationships suggest the different navigation strategies of the underlying 
subject matter.  The possibility to generate a linearized path, useful, for ex-
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ample, for a teacher to produce a lesson or a document about a given subject 
matter. In this latter case, a Suggested Paths Strategy is necessary, to be ex-
pressed by means of is-requirement-of relationships.  

To explain the strategy behind the Suggested Paths Strategy, let us also consider the 
idea of preparing a lesson on a given argument, using the previous ECM model. 
The Rreq (is-requirement-of) relationships order the topics T of the lesson according to 
the propaedeutics rules, therefore in the graph G=(T, E) there cannot be loops, thus 
obtaining a Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG), where T are nodes and E arcs, with: (ti,tj) א 
(�ļ�5req(ti, tj). 
In this context, a Topological Order is a sequence  S = {s1, s2, … s|T|} where each 
element T appears only once and cannot be preceded by any of his successors; given 
pair of nodes (ti,tj) in S if there exists an arc from ti to tj, it follows that the node ti is 
before the node tj in the list:  (ti,tj) א S:  (ti,tj) א (�ĺ�L���M� 
The algorithm implementing the Topological Order is derived by Topological sorting 
algorithm [7] with a main modification  in order to get all the possible sequences of 
topological sorting. Therefore we let the teacher to chose which of this sequences 
better answers the accomplishment of the didactic objectives. For as much as the top-
ics are topologically ordered this doesn’t  take into account the distance factor in be-
tween the topics, thus a new element (Topic Aider - TA) is introduced in the sequence 
S before the distant topic to recall the subject. The TA could be an exercise, an exam-
ple,  a text or a valuation test. This recall is also reported in the final sequence in order 
to highlight not only to the teacher, but also to the student the place where s/he should 
evoke an determinate argument. The choice to have not a single path but a list of 
paths to suggest to the author leaving the final choice to the author him/herself, is also 
to answer to the non-equifinality problem posed in [15]. The "suggested" order lists is 
on the basis of the principle of reducing as much as possible the distance between two 
topics of the list that are contiguous on the graph. 
In order to implement such a model, Topic Maps (TM) has been chosen. TM is an 
ISO multi-part standard [3] designed for encoding knowledge and connecting this 
encoded knowledge to relevant information resources. The standard defines a data 
model for representing knowledge structures and a specific XML-based interchange 
syntax, called XML Topic Maps (XTM) [4]. The main elements in the TM paradigm 
are: topic (a symbol used to represent one, and only one, subject), association (a rela-
tionship between two or more topics) and occurrence (a relationship between a sub-
ject and an information resource).  
Therefore, two layers can be identified into the TMs paradigm: 

x the knowledge layer representing topics and their relationships, allowing to 
construct the ECM model; 

x the information layer describing information resources, to be attached to the 
ECM topics. 

Each topic can be featured by any number of names (and variants for each name); by 
any number of occurrences, and by its association role, that is a representation of the 
involvement of a subject in a relationship represented by an association. All these 
features are statements and they have a scope representing the context a statement is 
valid in. Using scopes it is possible to avoid ambiguity about topics; to provide differ-
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ent points of view on the same topic (for example, based on users’ profile) and/or to 
modify each statement depending on users’ language, etc. Therefore, to solve ambigu-
ity issues, each subject, represented by a topic, is identified by a subject identifier. 
This unambiguous identification of subjects is also used in TMs to merge topics that, 
through these identifiers, are known to have the same subject (two topics with the 
same subject are replaced by a new topic that has the union of the characteristics of 
the two originals).   
The knowledge layer can also be used, as introduced in the Problem Statement sec-
tion, to automatically search relevant resources that are, in turn, associated to each 
topic of the information layer in semi automatic way (by approval of the teacher). 

8 Evaluation plan 

The system is presently in a first stage of implementation. Particular attention will be 
paid to the design and implementation of the user interface. There is a plan during the 
second half of the next year of my PhD course to experiment the prototype of the 
system within a selected teachers of EPICT community (www.epict.it), a large com-
munity of teachers of the Italian secondary schools. The plan is to measure both the 
usability of the user interface and the instrument's effectiveness in terms of improving 
the work of the teacher. In particular, it will seek to evaluate the improvement of daily 
activities of instructional design carried out by the teacher in terms of both the reduc-
tion of design time, and of increased efficacy of the process of instructional design. 

I will prepare questionnaire to collect quantitative data, deepen then the results 
with focus groups.  

The experience of teachers with this system will be compared with the previous 
experience of the same teachers 

9 Reflections 

The idea behind this thesis has been stimulated by the real “needs” of a community of 
teachers to have  model and tools that facilitates some phases of instructional design. 
Since the concept representation is independent of its implementation, ECM lends 
itself for reusability of both teaching materials and knowledge structure. Thus the 
knowledge structure could be reused for the design of a different course according to 
the learner target, and new resources could be automatically proposed for the infor-
mation layer, hence semi-automatically populating (by approval of the teacher) the 
course map. From student point of view, the subject-centric nature of the TM help 
learners to identify core concepts, while the extended TM with the learning path as-
sists the student for proper order sequence of studying. Moreover, the underlying 
model, ECM, is grounded on pedagogical reflections. For these reasons we believe 
that this model will have a good acceptance by the community of teachers we plan to 
select for the testing phase. 
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Abstract. The Web of Data contains a large number of openly-available
datasets covering a wide variety of topics. In order to benefit from this
massive amount of open data such external datasets must be analyzed
and understood already at the basic level of data types, constraints, value
patterns, etc.
For Linked Datasets such meta information is currently very limited or
not available at all. Data profiling techniques are needed to compute re-
spective statistics and meta information. However, current state of the
art approaches can either not be applied to Linked Data, or exhibit
considerable performance problems. This paper presents my doctoral re-
search which tackles these problems.

1 Problem Statement

Over the past years, an increasingly large number of data sources has been pub-
lished as part of the Web of Data1. At the time of writing the Web of Data
comprised already roughly 1,000 datasets totaling more than 82 billion triples2,
including prominent examples, such as DBpedia, YAGO, and DBLP. Further-
more, more than 17 billion triples are available as RDFa, Microdata and Micro-
formats in HTML pages3. This trend, together with the inherent heterogeneity
of Linked Datasets and their schemata, makes it increasingly time-consuming to
find and understand datasets that are relevant for integration. Metadata gives
consumers of the data clarity about the content and variety of a dataset and the
terms under which it can be reused, thus encouraging its reuse.

A Linked Dataset is represented in the Resource Description Framework
(RDF). In comparison to other data models, e.g., the relational model, RDF
lacks explicit schema information that precisely defines the types of entities and
their attributes. Therefore, many datasets provide ontologies that categorize
entities and define data types and semantics of properties. However, ontology
information is not always available or may be incomplete. Furthermore, Linked
Datasets are often inconsistent and lack even basic metadata. Algorithms and
tools are needed that profile the dataset to retrieve relevant and interesting
metadata analyzing the entire dataset.

1 The Linked Open Data Cloud nicely visualizes this trend: http://lod-cloud.net
2 http://datahub.io/dataset?tags=lod
3 http://webdatacommons.org
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Data profiling is an umbrella term for methods that compute metadata for
describing datasets. Traditional data profiling tools for relational databases have
a wide range of features ranging from the computation of cardinalities, such as
the number of values in a column, to the calculation of inclusion dependencies;
they determine value patterns, gather information on used data types, determine
unique column combinations, and find keys.

Use cases for data profiling can be found in various areas concerned with
data processing and data management [12]:

Query optimization is concerned with finding optimal execution plans for
database queries. Cardinalities and value histograms can help to estimate the
costs of such execution plans. Such metadata can also be used in the area of
Linked Data, e.g., for optimizing SPARQL queries.

Data cleansing can benefit from discovered value patterns. Violations of de-
tected patterns can reveal data errors, and respective statistics help measure
and monitor the quality of a dataset. For Linked Data, data profiling techniques
help validate datasets against vocabularies and schema properties.

Data integration is often hindered by the lack of information on new datasets.
Data profiling metrics reveal information on, e.g., size, schema, semantics, and
dependencies of unknown datasets. This is a highly relevant use case for Linked
Data, because for many openly available datasets only little information is avail-
able.

Schema induction: Raw data, e.g., data gathered during scientific experiments,
often does not have a known schema at first; data profiling techniques need to
determine adequate schemata, which are required before data can be inserted
into a traditional DBMS. For the field of Linked Data, this applies when working
with datasets that have no dereferencable vocabulary. Data profiling can help
induce a schema from the data, which then can be used to find a matching
vocabulary or create a new one.

Data Mining: Finally, data profiling is an essential preprocessing step to almost
any statistical analysis or data mining task. While data profiling focuses on
gathering structural metadata about a dataset, data mining is usually more
concerned with gaining new insights about data.

2 Relevancy

There are many commercial tools, such as IBM’s Information Analyzer, Mi-
crosoft’s SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS), or others for profiling relational
datasets. However these tool were designed to profile relational data. Linked Data
has a very different nature and calls for specific profiling and mining techniques.

Finding information about Linked Datasets is an open issue on the con-
stantly growing Web of Data due to the use cases mentioned above. While most
of the Linked Datasets are listed in registries as for instance at the Data Hub
(datahub.io), these registries usually are manually curated, and thus incomplete
or outdated. Furthermore, existing means and standards for describing datasets
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are often limited in their depth of information. VoiDand Semantic Sitemapscover
basic details of a dataset, but do not cover detailed information on the dataset’s
content, such as their main classes or number of entities. More detailed descrip-
tions, e.g., information on a dataset’s RDF graph structure, topics etc., is usually
not available. Data profiling techniques can help to fulfil the need for information
about, e.g., classes and property types, value distributions, or entity interlinking.

3 Related Work

While many general tools and algorithms already exist for data profiling, most of
them cannot be used for graph datasets, because they assume a relational data
structure, a well-defined schema, or simply cannot deal with very large datasets.
Nonetheless, some Linked Data profiling tools already exist. Most of them focus
on solving specific use cases instead of data profiling in general.

One relevant use case is schema induction, because the lack of a fixed and
well-defined schema is a common problem with Linked Datasets. One example
for this field of research is the ExpLOD tool [9]. ExpLOD creates summaries
for RDF graphs based on class and property usage as well as statistics on the
interlinking between datasets based on owl:sameAs links.

Li describes a tool that can induce the actual schema of an RDF dataset [11].
It gathers schema-relevant statistics like cardinalities for class and property us-
age, and presents the induced schema in a UML-based visualization. Its imple-
mentation is based on the execution of SPARQL queries against a local database.
Like ExpLOD, the approach is not parallelized. Both solutions still take approx-
imately 10h to process a 10 million triples dataset with 13 classes and 90 prop-
erties. These results illustrate that performance is a common problem with large
Linked Datasets.

An example for the query optimization use-case is presented in [10]. The au-
thors present RDFStats, which uses Jena’s SPARQL processor to collect statis-
tics on Linked Datasets. These statistics include histograms for subjects (URIs,
blank nodes) and histograms for properties and associated ranges.

Others have worked more generally on generating statistics that describe
datasets on the Web of Data and thereby help understanding them. LODStats
computes statistical information for datasets from the Data Hub [2]. It calculates
32 simple statistical criteria, e.g., cardinalities for different schema elements and
types of literal values (e.g., languages, value data types).

In [4] the authors automatically create VoID descriptions for large datasets
using MapReduce. They manage to profile the BTC2010 dataset in about an
hour on Amazon’s EC2 cloud, showing that parallelization can be an effective
approach to improve runtime when profiling large amounts of data.

Finally, the ProLOD++ tool allows to navigate an RDF dataset via an au-
tomatically computed hierarchical clustering [5] and along its ontology class
tree [1]. Data profiling tasks are performed on each cluster or class dynamically
and independently to improve efficiency.

Profiling the Web of Data
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4 Challenges

This section describes selected challenges that I identified as specific to profiling
Linked Data and web data, as opposed to profiling relational tables.

Profiling along hierarchies
Vocabularies define classes and their relationships. Ontology classes usually

are arranged in a taxonomic (subclass–superclass) hierarchy. While the Web of
Data spans a global distributed data graph, its ontology classes build a tree
with owl:Thing as its root. Analyzing datasets along the vocabulary-defined
taxonomic hierarchies yield further insights, such as the data distribution at dif-
ferent hierarchy levels, or possible mappings betweens vocabularies or datasets.

Keys are clearly of vital importance to many applications in order to uniquely
identify individuals of a given class by values of (a set of) key properties. In
OWL 2 a collection of properties can be assigned as a key to a class using the
owl:hasKey statement [8].

Nevertheless it has not yet fully arrived on the Web of Data: only one Linked
Dataset uses owl:hasKey [7]. Thus, actually analyzing and profiling Linked
Datasets requires manual, time consuming inspection or the help of tools.

Many languages have a so-called “unique names” assumption. On the web,
such an assumption is not possible as real-world entities can be referred to with
different URI references.

Heterogeneity
A common practice in the Linked Data community is to reuse terms from

widely deployed vocabularies whenever possible, in order to increase homogene-
ity of descriptions and, consequently, easing the understanding of these descrip-
tions. There are at least 416 different vocabularies to be found on the Web of
Data4. Some datasets, however, also exist without any defined or dereferencable
vocabularies. And even if common vocabularies are used, there is no guarantee
that the specifications and constraints are followed correctly.

Nearly all datasets on the Web of Data use terms from the W3C base vo-
cabularies RDF, RDF Schema, and OWL. In addition, 191 (64.75 %) of the 295
datasets in the Linked Open Data Cloud Catalogue use terms from other widely
deployed vocabularies [3].

As Linked Datasets cover a wide variety of topics, widely deployed vocabular-
ies that cover all aspects of these topics may not exist yet. Thus, data providers
often define proprietary terms that are used in addition to terms from widely
deployed vocabularies in order to cover the more specific aspects and to publish
the complete content of a dataset on the Web. Currently 190 (64.41 %) out of the
295 datasets use proprietary vocabulary terms with 83.68 % making the term
URIs dereferenceable.

Topical profiling
The Web of Data covers not only a wide range of topics, it also contains

a number of topically overlapping data sources. Since it provides for data-

4 http://lov.okfn.org/
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coexistence, everyone can publish data to it, express their view on things, and use
the vocabularies of their choice. Integrating topically relevant datasets requires
knowledge on the datasets’ content and structure.

The State of the LOD Cloud document ?? gives an overview of the Linked
Datasets for each topical domain but there is no fine-grained topical clustering
for Linked Datasets. With 504 million inter-dataset links the Web of Data is
highly interlinked; 1.6% of all triples are links stating the relationship between
the real-world entities in different datasets. Thus a huge topical overlap amongst
the datasets is given.

Large scale profiling
With more than 82 billion triples distributed among roughly 1,000 Linked

Datasets and more than 17 billion triples available as RDFa, Microdata and
Microformats, the need for efficient profiling methods and tools is apparent.

The runtime of profiling tasks as presented in Sec. 7 takes up to hours, e.g.,
for determining property co-occurrences [6]. Profiling tasks often have the same
preprocessing steps, e.g., filtering or grouping the dataset. Thus there is a large
incentive and potential to optimize the execution of multiple scripts.

5 Research Questions

The main question in my doctoral research is:
What are the challenges that are specific to profiling Linked Data and web

data, as opposed to profiling relational tables?
After identifying four selected challenges, the following questions arise:
Profiling along hierarchies Does analyzing Linked Datasets along the

vocabulary-defined taxonomic hierarchies, such as the data distribution at dif-
ferent hierarchy levels, yield further insights?

Heterogeneity How does profiling help analyzing the heterogeneity on the
Web of Data?

Topical profiling How can topical clusterings for unknown datasets on the
constantly growing Web of Data be derived efficently?

Large scale profiling How can these huge amounts of Linked Data be pro-
filed efficiently?

6 Approach

My approach to address the research questions is to tackle each of the identified
challenges. The main goal is to reuse existing profiling techniques and adapt
them to the Linked Data world.

This section presents possible and if available developed solutions by me to
the presented challenges.

Profiling along hierarchies
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One example of profiling tasks along the class hierarchy is determining the
uniqueness of properties as well as the unique property combinations, which
can bring insights into the property distribution inside the dataset. It allows for
finding relevant (key-candidate) properties for each level in the class hierarchy
and see if the relevance is increasing or decreasing along hierarchy.

As I have found, due to the sparsity on the Web of Data, usually neither full
key-candidates of properties nor unique property combinations can be retrieved
using traditional techniques. Thus I defined the concept of keyness as the Har-
monic Mean of uniqueness and density of a property5, allowing to find potential
key candidates.

Heterogeneity

Data profiling can be used to provide metadata describing the character-
istics of a dataset, for instance its topic and more detailed statistics, like the
main classes and properties. Furthermore, data profiling can not only determine
the usage of vocabularies but also the help understanding and reusing existing
vocabularies. Additionally, it can assist when mapping vocabulary terms.

Topical profiling

The first profiling task is, of course, to discover (and possibly label) these
topical clusters. The discovery of which topics an unknown dataset is even about,
is already a very helpful insight. Next, any profiling task can be executed on data
of a particular topic and compared against the metadata of other topics.

Large scale profiling

The runtime of the profiling tasks takes up to hours already on 1 million
triples, e.g., for determining property co-occurrences [6]. A number of different
approaches can be chosen when trying to optimize the execution time of algo-
rithms dealing with RDF data in general and data profiling tasks in particular.

Algorithmic optimization: Profiling tasks that have high computational com-
plexity cannot be computed näıvely, e.g., it is infeasible to detect property co-
occurrence by considering all possible property combinations. Such metrics re-
quire innovative algorithms for efficiently computing the targeted result. If such
an algorithm can not be found, approximation techniques (e.g., sampling) may
be required. Because these algorithms are often highly specialized for a specific
profiling task, they usually do not benefit other tasks.

Parallelization: When dealing with large datasets, a good approach for improving
performance is to perform calculations in parallel when possible [12]. This can be
done on different levels: dataset, profiling run, profiling task and triples. Cluster-
based parallelization based on MapReduce is a reasonable choice when working
with Linked Data.

Multi-Query Optimization: A data profiling run usually consists of a number of
different tasks, which all have to be computed on the same dataset. Depending
on the set of data profiling tasks, different tasks may require the same prepro-

5 We define the uniqueness of a property as the number of unique values per number
of total values for a given property; and the density of a property as the ratio of
non-NULL values to the number of entities.
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cessing steps, or perform similar computation steps. Overall execution time can
be reduced by avoiding duplicate computations. Similar computation steps may
be interweaved to reduce runtime and I/O costs. If different tasks require similar
intermediate results, these can be stored in materialized views.

7 Preliminary Results

Initially, I have defined a set of 56 useful data profiling tasks along various
groupings to profile Linked Datasets. The have been implemented as Apache
Pig scripts and are available online6.
Furthermore, I illustrated the Web of Data’s diversity with the results for four
different Linked Datasets [6].

Profiling along hierarchies
When analyzing the uniqueness in the class hierarchy for DBpedia, I found

that there are properties that become more specific by class level, thus their
uniqueness gets higher for subclasses. For instance, dbpedia:team becomes more
unique for athletes than it is for all persons. I also found properties that are
generic, their uniqueness stays constant throughout the class hierarchy. For in-
stance, dbpedia:birthDate is not specific to persons or their subclasses.

Furthermore, I have defined the concept of keyness of the property to gap
the sparsity on the Web of Data and thus the possibility to find potential key
candidates where traditional approaches fail.

Large scale profiling
We have addressed the different approaches to improve Linked Data pro-

filing performance and not only developed LODOP, a system for executing,
benchmarking and optimizing Linked Data profiling scripts on Hadoop but also
developed and evaluated 3 multi-query optimization rules [6]. We experimen-
tally demonstrated that they achieve their respective goals of optimizing the
amount of MapReduce jobs or the amount of data materialized between jobs,
thus reducing the profiling tasks runtimes by 70%.

8 Evaluation Plan

For the evaluation, there are three main lines of interest.
Metadata The main goal is to provide comprehensive dataset metadata that

helps analyzing the datasets. The metadata can be evaluated on quantity and
quality wrt existing metadata on the Data Hub, VoiD and Semantic Sitemaps.

Usability Tools and techniques should have a high usability in terms of
results being presented in both human and machine readable ways to achieve
better decision making when working with datasets.

Performance evaluation Various aspects of the developed tools should be
tested for performance, especially the for huge amounts of data as it is present
on the Web of Data.

6 http://github.com/bforchhammer/lodop/
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9 Reflections and Conclusion

The main difference in my approach with existing work on Linked Data profil-
ing is to address the shortcomings mentioned in Sec. 3, in particular gathering
comprehensive metadata in an efficient way. Within my research I am building
on existing profiling techniques for relational data and adapting them according
to the different nature of Linked Datasets.

This paper has presented the outline and preliminary results of my doctoral
research, in which I am focussing on profiling the Web of Data.

So far I have specified and implemented a comprehensive set of Linked Data
profiling tasks and illustrated the Web of Data’s diversity with the results for
four different Linked Datasets. Furthermore I introduced three common tech-
niques for improving performance of Linked Data profiling and implemented
three multi-query optimization rules, reducing profiling taskruntimes by 70%.
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Abstract. The Linked Data initiative has made possible the publish-
ing and interlinking of a tremendous amount of data, this links can be
followed allowing the gathering of related concepts stored in different
servers, enabling the answering of powerful queries and richer end-user
applications. Current Linked Data is Read-only and many researchers,
including its creator Tim Berners-Lee, stand for its evolution to Read-
/Write to enable man-machine and machine-machine collaboration in the
process of interlinking, cleaning and querying the Linked Data. However,
when multiple agents can read/write on the same distributed data, the
issue of consistency arise. The subject of this thesis is to determine which
consistency criterion is the more adequate for the Web of Linked Data
and propose tractable algorithms to maintain it.

1 Problem Statement

The quest of this thesis is stated as follows: To determine which consistency
criterion is the most adequate for a Read/Write Web of Linked Data and to
propose algorithms to maintain it. Such criterion must be strong enough to
give guarantees to the consumers, programmers and users when updating or
querying Linked Data, and tractable enough to be maintainable under the Web
of Linked Data conditions: A steadily growing and projected very high number
of autonomous participants with a wide-range of dynamics, that together hold
a very large volume of data.

2 Relevancy

The Linked Data initiative [4,14] has led to the publication and interlinking of
billions of pieces of data in the Resource Description Format, transforming the
traditional Web of Documents into the Web of Linked Data. In the Linked Data
ideal, data consumers, i.e., developers and their applications make use of the
links between pieces of data to discover and query on related data stored in
remote servers, augmenting their added-value and enriching user experience.

However, the current Web of Linked Data is Read-Only, limiting its potential.
The evolution to a Read/Write Web of Linked Data will have the following
benefits:
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– Enable truly REST-ful resource oriented Web-APIs [8].
– Break the data silos and empower the users to regain control of their data.

Applications can access and modify the data they have permission to. Com-
bined with the Linked Data principles, this also allows networking across
platforms and the use of the Web as infrastructure for applications [3].

– Data could be cleaned and evolve with the collaborative intervention of hu-
man and machine agents. The knowledge stored in different communities or
even by different individuals or applications could co-evolve [11].

The Read/Write Web of Linked Data can be seen as network of partici-
pants that can update each other’s data or copy, modify and exchange updates
autonomously. If this exchange is not properly managed, data may diverge un-
controllably, or in a non-deterministic way. This makes impossible the assertion
of guarantees on the results of the queries and updates, severely undermining
the interaction between the participants [32]. Therefore, to realize the vision of
a Read/Write Web of Linked Data, a suitable consistency criterion is needed.

3 Related Work

Consistency is a problem transversal to several research communities. In Computer-
Supported Cooperative Work is studied in the context of cooperative edition,
while in Distributed Systems, Databases, and Semantic Web, often appears when
studying the general replication problem: A set of replicas on which operations
are issued by clients (human or agents) and communicate by exchanging mes-
sages [33]. When all messages are exchanged, the system must comply with a
set of assertions: the consistency criterion.

3.1 Consistency in Computer-Supported Cooperative Work

The main study about consistency in this community was made in the context
of Real-Time Editing Systems [28], where the Causality-Convergence-Intention
(CCI) model was proposed. The formalisation of all three is studied in Dis-
tributed Systems.

Another very important model developed in this community is the copy-
modify-merge paradigm [10], well known to developers thanks to its implemen-
tation in Version Control Systems. For the Web of Linked Data characteristics,
the most related are Distributed Version Control Systems (DVCS), whose prime
example is Git1.

Both models are oriented to text and documents rather than to data.

3.2 Replication and Consistency in Distributed Systems

Replication algorithms and consistency criteria in Distributed Systems can be
divided in two main families [25,22]. The first one is the Pessimistic category,
1 http://git-scm.org
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the goal is to attain a Strong consistency, i.e., clients will have the illusion
that there is only one replica, fully protected from the effects of failures and
concurrent updates. The main consistency criteria is linearisability [15].

However, the fundamental CAP Theorem [5] states than in the presence
of partitions, whether it be by communication disconnection or by off-line op-
erations, is it not possible to have strong consistency without sacrificing high
availability. Indeed, the protocols to guarantee strong consistency need to block
the system, therefore, the family of Optimistic replication algorithms [25] was de-
veloped. Optimistic protocols focus on weak consistency criteria, where replicas
are allowed to diverge during some time (the time of the partition) but remain
available, causing the output of some reads (queries) to be different at different
replicas during this time window. The main criterion to maintain in this family
is Eventual Consistency [25]

3.3 Replication and Consistency in Databases

In Distributed Databases, the classification of strategies is done with respect
to which replicas can execute updates (master-slaves vs multi-master scheme)
and how updates are propagated (eagerly or lazily) [33,24]. Nevertheless, this
induces two types of consistency [24]: Transactional consistency, which refers to
the maintenance of global integrity constraints when concurrent updates occur,
and Mutual consistency, which refers to data items having identical values at all
replicas.

Mutual consistency can be weak or strong, and is equivalent to the weak
and strong consistency in Distributed Systems. Transactional consistency can
be seen as strong consistency with the extra constraint of integrity (therefore,
harder to maintain).

Another related database subject related to our work is Materialized View
Maintenance [7]. A target database stores a snapshot of the result of a query
(the view) on one or more source databases, when updates happen at the sources
the snapshot stored at the target may become inconsistent with the new data at
the sources, i.e., the evaluation of the view at the sources is not equal to what
is stored. To regain consistency, the target needs to choose, based on a cost
model, if it re-evaluates the view, or if integrates the incoming updates (that are
assumed to be available somewhere, or arriving through a stream). The design
of such integration or maintenance algorithms under various constraints is the
main issue of this research area.

3.4 Replication in Semantic Web

The first work on update exchange for Semantic Stores appeared in [2]. An ontol-
ogy was proposed to add semantics to the exchange of diff files. Replication for
Semantic Stores has been treated in RDFGrowth [31] where an update exchange
algorithm is proposed assuming monotonic updates; and in [30], that discusses
an adaptation of the popular rsync algorithm to RDF. A full collaborative se-
mantic platform based on these ideas is presented in [29].
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However, neither of these works presents any consistency criterion. In fact,
there is a gap in the Linked Data and Semantic Web literature concerning the
study of criteria specific to them. For example, [14] and [13] do not treat the
issue, while [1] refers to the distributed systems and databases criteria discussed
in sections 3.2 and 3.3.

There also exist adaptations of DVCS to data encoded in RDF [6,26]. How-
ever, their main focus is to bring to the Web their versioning capabilities; there is
no study of a general criterion for the Web of Linked Data. Nevertheless, DVCS
comply with the postulates of Eventual Consistency, but adding cooperative
editing functionalities.

4 Research Questions

1. Which consistency criterion is the most appropriate for a Read/Write Web
of Linked Data?

2. Is there a scalable algorithm to maintain such criterion while respecting the
autonomy of the participants and without compromising their availability?

3. How to handle conflicting updates with respect to ontology constraints, i.e.,
when two members disagree semantically?

5 Hypotheses

1. The appropriate consistency criterion lies on the weak category.
2. An optimistic scalable algorithm to maintain such criteria while respecting

the autonomy and without compromising the availability exists. Its com-
plexity in time and space is at most polynomial in each of the following
parameters: Number of sites, number of updates, size of the datasets, and
at most linear in the number of messages exchanged (communication com-
plexity)

3. Semantic agreement at the whole Web of Linked Data relates to transactional
consistency and is not attainable in a scalable way.

4. The use of provenance, together with a consistency criterion, help users to
solve semantic conflicts locally while still having weaker consistency guaran-
tees at the global level.

6 Approach

From our study of the state of the art we can draw the conclusion that all
research communities agree on the CAP theorem result - Strong consistency
is not attainable in a scalable and available way - and that the criterion of
choice for applications where scalability and availability are a must is Eventual
Consistency. Therefore, our first approach is to test Eventual Consistency and
design an algorithm to maintain it on the Web of Linked Data.
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We use the recently developed formalism of Conflict-Free Replicated Data
Types (CRDTs) [27] for its simple, yet powerful, theoretical foundation and
multiple cases of success in industrial and collaborative scenarios [9,23,?]. CRDTs
also have low footprint compared to DVCS. We claim that participants interested
in versioning may put them on top of their stack, while others without the
resources or the interest should have the choice of not doing so.

We design a CRDT for the RDF GraphStore type with the SPARQL 1.1
Update Operations, thus, following the W3C recommendations. It will be the
first time that CRDTs will be applied to the Web and Linked Data world.

However, Eventual consistency requires two strong assumptions about the
network: (i) all updates eventually reach all participants, which implies (ii) the
network is connected.

Therefore, as a second approach, we develop a criterion strictly stronger than
Eventual consistency based on the View Maintenance notion, and an algorithm
to maintain it based on annotated data [20,12]. These tools were developed in
the context of Collaborative Data Sharing Systems (CDSS) [21], however, CDSS
do not scale beyond few hundreds of participants as their consistency criterion is
closer to transactional consistency on heterogeneous databases. Our innovation
here is the realization that for the Web of Linked Data we look for the reverse
goal, weaker consistency to boost scalability, but we still can adapt the same
tools.

Both strategies adapt well to the inclusion of provenance expressed as semi-
rings [20], allowing us to test our fourth hypotheses.

7 Evaluation Plan

Both approaches will undergo a thorough complexity analysis to identify their
worst case complexities and test of our hypotheses that the algorithm to maintain
consistency is polynomial in the key parameters: number of participants, number
of updates and size of the datasets.

With the worst cases established, we plan to analyze the average cases by
implementing them and testing them with a high number of participants and
current Linked Data dynamics and size [19].

Comparisons will be done with respect to doing nothing and between the two
approaches. The questions to answer are: how much is the overhead we need to
pay for having each of these levels of consistency? How much more expensive is
our view-maintenance based criterion with respect to the eventual consistency
provided by our CRDT? Is it affordable at all cases? If not, in which ones it is?

The planned experimental measures are:

– Disk usage (Maximum and average).
– Execution Time of the update exchange protocol at a given participant.
– Time of convergence to the criteria of all the network (still open if its better

to measure this in number of times that the algorithm was executed at each
participant instead of wall time)

– Number of messages exchanged before convergence.
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8 Preliminary Results

SU-Set, a CRDT for RDF-Graph and SPARQL 1.1 Update operations was first
sketched in [16] and subsequently specified and analyzed in [17]. The worst case
complexities were showed to be indeed polynomial (the communication complex-
ity being constant), confirming our hypotheses.

The view-maintenance based criterion was presented in [18]. The algorithm
to maintain it also showed to be polynomial in the key factors except for space
in terms of number of updates when the network has a high density: an integer
coefficient required by the algorithm to be stored as part of the data annotation
may attain values in the order of factorial of the number of participants if the
network forms a complete graph.

The experimentation to estimate if this is a concern in the average case, and
to estimate the performance in all average cases, is ongoing work. We also work
on the full characterization of the parameters that affect our solutions (e.g. we
already found that network topology is one of them).

9 Conclusion and Reflections

Shifting the Web of Linked Data paradigm from Read-Only to Read/Write will
benefit its data quality and general usability. However, when humans and ma-
chines have permission to write and exchange updates, consistency criteria are
needed to state some guarantees on the evolution of the knowledge it stores and
on the queries posed on it.

The main quest of this thesis is to find the most appropriate consistency
criteria for the Linked Data Web and to design and analyze the algorithms to
maintain them. Such criteria must be strong enough to be useful, but tractable
enough to be maintained considering the characteristics of the projected Web
of Linked Data: Very high number of autonomous participants that together
represent a very high volume of data, a potentially high number of clients (human
and machine) performing queries on it, and highly dynamic in nature.

We test the Eventual Consistency criteria from Distributed Systems by de-
signing a Conflict-Free Replicated Data Type for the RDF-Graph type with
SPARQL Update operations and found it complied with the imposed require-
ment of polynomial complexity. We also proposed a second criterion, stronger
than Eventual Consistency, based on the notion of View Maintenance and an al-
gorithm to maintain it founded on the concept of semi-ring annotated data. This
second criterion complies with the polynomial complexity requirements except
for when the network is dense. Experimentation to estimate the performance on
average cases is ongoing work.

We believe that in the end our second criteria will be proven affordable for
two reasons: first, the Linked Data Web will tend to be a socially-organized net-
work more than random or self-organized and such networks are far from being
complete; second, if the value of some of these coefficients is high, implementa-
tions may switch to BigInt arithmetics, meaning that the effective cost in storage
is still affordable except in the most extreme cases.
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Retrieval of the most relevant combinations of data
published in heterogeneous distributed datasets on

the Web∗
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Abstract. Finding the most relevant data items among heterogeneous
data published on the Web is getting a growing attention in recent years.
Retrieving the most relevant data items from a collection of data is a
challenge addressed by top-k databases. Accessing heterogeneous and
distributed data sources is a challenge addressed by the Semantic Web.
How to combine methods and techniques from those two fields is still an
open research issue. This doctoral thesis will investigate how the presence
of an ontology describing an integrated conceptual model of the data
sources and the possibility to encode the users’ information needs in top-
k queries can make the query answering process faster, more efficient, and
able to get more relevant results.
Keywords: Top-k query, Federated databases, heterogeneous data, OBDA,
SPARQL, Query Optimization.

1 Relevancy
While a massive amount of data is getting published on the web, searching for
data is also attracting a growing attention. Notably, most of the time, users try to
satisfy their information needs integrating the results of multiple (vertical) search
engines. Those users expect relevant answers to appear in the few first pages of
the results, are sensible to correctness, but are rarely interested in completeness.
As an example, imagine a student who may want to find the best university for
studying; he would take in to account various criteria. He is certainly interested
in finding information about the university such as its ranking and the quality
of education program. However, he is also concerned with: the quality of life of
the city where the university is located in, the public transportation in that city,
and the possibility to find cheep accommodation. What he would be satisfied to
collect is a set of resources that, once integrated, answer his information need.

2 Problem Statement
The problem that I want to address in this work is how to quickly find on the
Web the most relevant answers to queries that span multiple domains and that
include user preferences.
∗This research is developed under the supervision of Professor Emanuele Della Valle.
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The nature of the Web implies that the answers have to be found in a mul-
titude of structured and unstructured information, stored in heterogeneous for-
mats across multiple, distributed and possibly overlapping data sources.

Most important for my research work is the way that data is accessed. At
a first glance it seems that it is easy to access data in the Web, as all the
resources in the Web have a URL. However, in most of the cases, the URLs of
the desired resources are unknown. So, usually, users employ search engines or
search services to find those "unknown" URLs. It is worth to note that search
engines provide only sorted access to result items that are return as a ranked
list where more relevant results appear first. Note that random access to results
in those ranked lists is not possible. For example, let assume to search the same
term in two search engines (A and B), a user cannot know which is the position
of a specific result A in the results of B. To cross check the results of two search
engines one has to sequentially read the results of the two search engines.

Moreover, request for (random) access to a data resource over the web is more
expensive than on a hard disk due to delays introduced by network transmission
of the data and the overhead introduced by the usage of the HTTP protocol.
Even the request for large amount of data could be expensive because of long
transmission times and of protracted processing of the service.

Last but not least, accessing to data resources can be challenging and complex
in the case that data is distributed over heterogeneous sources. Structured data
can be in relational, XML or RDF formats that can be accessed using SQL,
xQuery, SPARQL and, more and more often, Web APIs. Unstructured data like
text and multimedia content are even more challenging due to lack of common
standards for accessing search services.

The problem I intend to address is how to improve the retrieval of the
most relevant combinations of data from a variety of distributed data sources
published on the Web caring about the query latency (of the first results), which
must be under-second, and relevancy of the first results, which really matters for
the users, without posing too much emphasis on completeness, which has little
importance in the considered application case. Resource consumption is another
important metric in the problem space, because the solution has to scale to
thousands of concurrent users as current search engines do.

3 State-of-the-Art1

Current search engines do not address this problem; they have just started to
offer structured query answering (e.g., Google Knowledge Graph or Wolfram
Alpha). Methods for top-k query answering in databases can quickly answer
queries, which requires relevant answer first, but they do not scale to the amount
of resources published on the Web and cannot deal with data heterogeneity. On
the contrary, semantic technologies are able to deal with data heterogeneity. In
particular, OBDA uses ontology as a conceptual integrated model for represent-
ing the schema of multiple databases and allow issuing federated queries against
1More detailed analysis of related work follows in Section 5
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a set of heterogeneous data sources. But, semantic technologies are still not op-
timized to find the most relevant answer first. In the Semantic Web community,
approaches to retrieve most relevant data resources are still using the naïve ma-
terialize then sort query execution schema. The works in top-k query answering
using SPARQL are in their initial stage and no work has been done so far on
top-k and federated SPARQL.

4 Research Question

Given a user-information need formulated as a top-k query over conceptual in-
tegrated model (OBDA), which describes multiple heterogeneous distributed,
structured and unstructured data sources published on Web, is it possible to
return the top-k best combinations of resources, which answer the information
need, in less than a second and to incrementally obtain more results ordered by
decreasing relevance in hundreds of milliseconds?

5 Related Works

In this section, I extend the short review of the state-of-the-art presented in
Section 3. I start from two important step-stones for my work (Ontology Based
Data Access and federated databases) and then I cover top-k query answering
in Databases and Semantic Web.

Ontology Based Data Access (OBDA) is a method that I aim to use
to address the heterogeneity problem in my research. I chose OBDA because it
appears to be a mature approach. Its foundational theory was set in the begin-
ning of 2000s [1] and focused on the DL-Lite family [2] of ontological languages.
In 2012, W3C published a recommendation for an ontological language (OWL-
2QL) suitable for OBDA using results of those studies, and Gartner foresee its
industrial uptake in the next 2-3 years [3].

Federated database is a collection of multiple distributed, autonomous,
potentially heterogeneous databases. Federated database systems provides a uni-
form user interface, enabling users and clients to store and retrieve data with
a single query even if the constituent databases are heterogeneous. Principles
of federated database systems were set in [4]. In the Semantic Web domain,
federation of currently supported SPARQL 1.1 whose syntax and semantics are
described in [5].

The top-k query answering problem has been studied in the database
community to go beyond the naïve materialize then sort query execution schema.
This schema retrieves all the data resources that match the boolean part of the
query, then order them all according to the user defined ranking function and,
finally, report the k most relevant results to the user. The state of the art in rela-
tional databases contains many algorithms to compute the top-k answer without
materializing the answer to the boolean query. The key idea is to consider ranking
as a first-class construct and interleave the computation of intermediate results
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with their ordering. Ilyas et al. in [6] presented a survey on top-k query process-
ing techniques in relational databases. They introduced various classifications
for top-k query processing techniques based on multiple design dimensions, e.g.,
type of allowed data access method (sorted vs. random) or the type of operation
(top-k selection query, top-k join query and top-k aggregate query).

For instance, the Threshold Algorithm (TA) [7] addresses the problem of
answering top-k aggregated queries and uses both sorted and random access.
The No Random Access algorithm [7] addresses the same problem but exploits
only sorted access. The NRA-RJ [8], and Rank-Join algorithm [9] address the
problem of top-k join using different mixes of sorted and random access.

RankSQL [10] is an example of DBMS that combines the algorithm presented
in the previous paragraph. It introduces an algebraic framework to support effi-
cient evaluation of the top-k queries in relational database systems by extending
the relational algebra and query optimization. The key idea is to introduce a
ranking operator and to make all other boolean operators rank-aware.

Some initial works on top-k query answering are also available in the
Semantic Web community. Notably, it is possible to express top-k query in
SPARQL by using projection functions together with ORDER BY and LIMIT
clauses, but only few works investigated the optimization of this class of queries.
Magliacane et al. [11] presented SPARQL-RANK, which is an extension of the
SPARQL algebra and execution model that support ranking as a first-class
SPARQL construct. The new algebra and the execution model provide the split-
ting of the ranking function and interleaving it with other operators. Wagner et
al. [12] studied the top-k join problem in a Linked Data context by adapting the
pull/bound rank join (PBRJ) [13] algorithm template for a push-based execu-
tion in the linked data setting. The authors of [14] extends SPARQL to querying
RDFS annotated by bounded lattice (and thus comes with a partial ordering).
Last, but not least, given that computation time is more important than ac-
curacy and completeness, Wagner et al. addressed the problem of approximate
top-k processing for the web of the data in [15].

The problem of the evaluation of top-k query in the context of ontology-based
access has also been partially addressed. Straccia in [16] frames this problem in
the context of relational databases generalizing the results of SoftFacts [17]– an
ontology-mediated top-k information retrieval system over relational databases.
[18] provides an interesting approach in the context of Web search.

6 Hypothesis

In order to operationalise my research question in hypotheses, I need to describe
few classes of queries.

The basic one is the class of top-k SPARQL queries T that was shown to be
optimizable in [11,12,15]. E.g., give me the top-5 authors who wrote the largest
number of paper that are highly cited. This class of queries can be declared in
SPARQL 1.1 and it can be evaluated faster and using less memory (compared
to state of the art engines using materialize-then-sort processing schema) by
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introducing ranking as first class construct in SPARQL algebra (see SPARQL-
RANK algebra [11]) and by using split-and-interleave processing schema.

In my work I intend to investigate the class of top-k SPARQL queries that
also include textual matching. Let me name this class top-k textual SPARQL
queries Tt. E.g., give me the top-5 authors who wrote the largest number of paper
whose title contains “rank”, “top-k”, and “query”. This class cannot be expressed
in SPARQL 1.1; few extension exists in proprietary systems (e.g., jena-text and
virtuoso full text search).

This class can be split in two subclasses, those that include federated SPARQL
and those that do not. Let me name them, centralized top-k textual SPARQL
queries Ttc and federated top-k textual SPARQL queries Ttf .

Last, but not least, those classes of queries can be evaluated under different
entailment regimes. In this work, I intend to investigate the cases of simple RDF
entailment T ∅ and the case of an extended version of OWL2QL T QL+eq where it
is possible to express simple equations between numerical values. E.g., we would
like to express in OWL that the population density of a city is the ratio between
the number of inhabitants and the area of the city, so that one can ask for cities
ranked by population density even if some of the data sources to access only
contain the number of inhabitants and the area of the cities.

Now that I have those classes, I can state my hypotheses as follows:

– H.1 : Using an extended version of SPARQL, which treats ranking and tex-
tual matching as first class constructs, (namely SPARQL-ranktc) will make
the evaluation of T ∅

tc queries faster and less memory eager than existing
SPARQL engines using materialize-then-sort processing schema

– H.2 : Extending SPARQL-ranktc to include aspects of federated SPARQL
(namely SPARQL-ranktf ) will make the evaluation of T ∅

tf queries faster and
less memory eager than existing federated SPARQL engines using materialize-
then-sort processing schema

– H.3 : Users with information needs that cannot be homogeneously formulated
on heterogeneous data sources, can declare such a need as a query of the class
T QL+eq

tf and SPARQL-rankTtf will be able to evaluate it.

7 Approach

As the first step, I started an analysis of the state-of-the-art. Reviewing the works
done in the domain of top-k query processing in database community is giving
me ideas and is guiding me to use top-k query answering in Web domain. I am
also becoming familiar with the concept from Web Information Retrieval. My
next step is broadening my understating of federated SPARQL and OBDA. I am
also working in identifying real use cases that that will be used in the evaluation
phase. Finding the suitable datasets and a set of queries are the expected results
of this step.

In the next step, I design the evaluation framework that is used to compare
my work with the existing ones in order to investigate the hypotheses presented
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above. The expected output is a benchmark for top-k SPARQL query answering
and a set of the evaluation metrics for fair comparison of alternative approaches.

In parallel to the previous step, I start the main activity of my research that
consists of three activities testing the three hypotheses. In the first one, I focus
on top-k query and the presence of text searching (H.1 ). Then, I could evaluate
H.2 by extending the work done in testing H.1 from local system to federated
ones and finally, I will focus on the heterogeneity of the data (H.3 ).

8 Evaluation Plan

An evaluation framework is needed to compare the results of my investigations
with the existing and appearing solutions. At this stage of the work, I foresee to
use the following evaluation metrics and targets:

– Query latency: the time required to execute a query and compute the results.
I aim to reduce it by two order of magnitude for accessing the first k results
and two-three order of magnitude for incrementally obtaining the next results
ordered by decreasing relevance.

– Resource consumption: I intend to focus on memory usage and I aim to
reduce it by one-two order of magnitude.

– Relevancy of the results: as metric I indent to use the normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain (nDCG) which is widely used in information retrieval.

– Ability of user to formulate information need.

As dataset for H.1, I plan to use DBpedia and Wikipedia or the linked data
version of DBLP and Google Scholar. For H.2, and H.3, I am considering the
possibility to exploit Web Data Common2, a project that extracts structured
data from public web pages.

9 Preliminary Results

In my master thesis and in the first months of my PhD I worked on setting up
the evaluation framework and I started the investigation of H.1.

As for the evaluation framework, I extended the DBpedia SPARQL Bench-
mark (DBPSB) [19] with the capabilities required to compare SPARQL en-
gines on top-k queries and I proposed the Top-k DBpedia SPARQL Benchmark
(namely, Top-k DBPSB) that uses the same dataset, performance metrics, and
test driver of DBPSB. Top-K DBPSB was run against three SPARQL Engines
(Virtouso, Jena TDB, and Sesame). The results of the extensive experimen-
tal evaluation confirms that existing solution are poorly optimized for top-k
SPARQL queries.

As for the initial investigation of H.1, I am comparing the execution time
of top-k SPARQL query involving text search between Jena ARQ and the Jena

2http://webdatacommons.org/
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Text in Apache Jena 2.11.1. As a use case I am considering the need to find
authors that have publication in a set of domains, which are defined using a set
of keywords. For example, I am try to find the authors who write publications
in the two domains: “RDF stream processing” (through the keywords such as
“rdf stream”, “continuous sparql”, and “stream reasoning”) and “top-k SPARQL
query answering” (through the keywords such as “rdf”, “sparql”, “top-k”, “top
k”, “order” and “reasoning”). As dataset I am using the dump of DBLP in a
RDF store3. As expected, the results show that the execution time in Jena Text
is one order of magnitude better than in Jena ARQ. I expect to be able to
improve by another order of magnitude introducing ARQ-Rank [11].

10 Reflections

Previous work defines a SPARQL rank-aware algebra and extending operators
to deal with sorted solution mappings. However, those works do not address the
problem of query planning, which is also only partially solved in the relational
world [10]. Combining text searching with structured query answering is an
active field of research both in database and Semantic Web area, but the usage
of top-k query answering methods (H.1 ) has not been explored, yet. Focusing
on federated data resources and heterogeneity of the data is one of the most
active fields of research in the Semantic Web and database domain, but also
in this case the proposed works have not considered the top-k query processing
approach (H.2 ). The combination of the top-k query with OBDA has been done
in [16], but they consider the OBDA as a layer over the top-k query processing.
There is not any exploration in interleaving ordering and reasoning, which require
the combination of techniques in database and knowledge representation. To the
best of my knowledge, there is not any proposed works that combine the OBDA
and the Federation in top-k query processing (H.3 ).
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Abstract. When analysing large RDF datasets, users are left with two
main options: using SPARQL or using an existing non-RDF-specific big
data language, both with its own limitations. The pure declarative na-
ture of SPARQL and the high cost of evaluation can be limiting in some
scenarios. On the other hand, existing big data languages are designed
mainly for tabular data and, therefore, applying them to RDF data re-
sults in verbose, unreadable, and sometimes inefficient scripts. My PhD
work aims at enhancing programmability of big RDF data. The gaol is
to augment the existing tools with a declarative dataflow language that
focuses on the analysis of large-scale RDF data. Similar to other big data
processing languages, I aim at identifying a set of basic operators that
are amenable to parallelisation and at supporting extensibility via user-
defined custom code. On the other hand, a graph-based data model and
support for pattern matching as in SPARQL are to be adopted. Giv-
ing the focus on large-scale data, scalability and efficiency are critical
requirements. In this paper, I report on my research plan and describe
some preliminary results.

1 Problem Statement

Petabytes and terabytes datasets are becoming commonplace, especially in in-
dustries such as telecom, health care, retail, pharmaceutical and financial ser-
vices. To process these huge amounts of data, a number of distributed com-
putational frameworks have been suggested recently [7, 13, 31]. Furthermore,
there has been a surge of activity on layering declarative languages on top
of these platforms. Examples include Pig Latin from Yahoo [16], DryadLINQ
from Microsoft [30], Jaql from IBM [3], HiveQL from Facebook [27] and Me-
teor/Sopremo [11].

In the Semantic Web realm, this surge of analytics languages was not reflected
despite the significant growth in the available RDF data. To analyse large RDF
datasets, users are left mainly with two options: using SPARQL [10] or using an
existing non-RDF-specific big data language. I argue that each of these options
has its own limitations.

SPARQL is a graph pattern matching language that provides rich capabilities
for slicing and dicing RDF data. The latest version, SPARQL 1.1, supports
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also aggregation and nested queries. Nevertheless, the pure declarative nature
of SPARQL obligates a user to express their needs in a single query. This can
be unnatural for some programmers and challenging for complex needs [15, 9].
Furthermore, SPARQL evaluation is known to be costly [18, 23] and requires all
data to be transformed into RDF beforehand.

The other alternative of using an existing big data language such as Pig
Latin or HiveQL has also its own limitations. These languages were designed for
tabular data mainly, and, consequently, using them with RDF data commonly
results in verbose, unreadable, and sometimes inefficient scripts [21].

My PhD work aims at enhancing programmability of big RDF data.
The gaol is to augment the existing tools with a declarative dataflow language
that focuses on the analysis of large-scale RDF data. Similar to other big data
processing languages, I aim at identifying a small set of basic operators that
are amenable to parallelisation and at supporting extensibility via user-defined
custom code. On the other hand, a graph-based data model and support for
pattern matching as in SPARQL are to be adopted. Giving the focus on large-
scale data, scalability and efficiency are critical requirements. Moreover, I intend
to work towards relaxing the prerequisite of full transformation of non-RDF data
and facilitating processing of RDF and non-RDF data together.

2 Relevancy

Data is playing a crucial role in societies, governments and enterprises. For in-
stance, data science is increasingly utilised in supporting data-driven decisions
and in delivering data products [14, 20]. Furthermore, scientific fields such as
bioinformatics, astronomy and oceanography are going through a shift from
“querying the world” to “querying the data” in what commonly referred to as
e-science [12]. The main challenge nowadays is analysing the data and extracting
useful insights from it.

Declarative languages simplify programming and reduce the cost of creation,
maintenance, and modification of software. They also help bringing the non-
professional user into effective communication with a database [5]. In 2008, the
Claremont Report on Database Research identified declarative programming as
one of the main research opportunities in the data management field [1].

My PhD work intends to facilitate analysing large amount of RDF data by
designing a declarative language. The fast pace at which the data is growing
and the expected shortage in people with data analytical skills [6], make users’
productivity of paramount importance. Moreover, By embracing the process of
RDF and non-RDF data together, my hope is to increase the utilisation of the
constantly growing size of RDF data.

3 Related Work

A large number of declarative languages were introduced recently as part of the
big data movement. These languages vary in their programming paradigm, and in
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their underlying data model. Pig Latin [16] is a dataflow language with a tabular
data model that also supports nesting. Jaql [3] is a declarative scripting language
that blends in a number of constructs from functional programming languages
and uses JSON for its data model. HiveQL [27] adopts a declarative syntax
similar to SQL and its underlying data model is a set of tables. Other examples
of languages include Impala1, Cascalog2, Meteor [11] and DryadLINQ [30]. [26]
presented a performance as well as language comparison of HiveQL, Pig Latin
and Jaql. [22] also compared a number of big data languages but focuses on their
compilation into a series of MapReduce jobs.

In the semantic web field, SPARQL is the W3C recommended querying lan-
guage for RDF. A number of extensions to SPARQL were proposed in the liter-
ature to support search for semantic associations [2], and to add nested regular
expressions [19] for instances. However, these extensions do not change the pure
declarative nature of SPARQL. There are also a number of non-declarative lan-
guages that can be integrated in common programming languages to provide
support for RDF data manipulation [17, 25]. In the more general context of
graph processing languages, [29] provides a good survey.

4 Research Questions

A core part of a declarative language is its underlying data model. A data model
consists of a notation to describe data and a set of operations used to manipulate
that data [28]. SPARQL Algebra [18] is the data model underlying SPARQL.
SPARQL Algebra cannot be used as an underlying model for the declarative
language I am working on for the following reasons:

– It is not fully composable. The current SPARQL algebra transitions from
graphs (i.e. the initial inputs) to sets of bindings (which are basically tables
resulting from pattern matching). Subsequently, further operators such as
Join, Filter, and Union are applied on sets of bindings. In other words,
the flow is partly “hard-coded” in the SPARQL algebra and a user cannot,
for instance, apply a pattern matching on the results of another pattern
matching or “join” two graphs. In a dataflow language, the dataflow is guided
by the user and cannot be limited to the way SPARQL Algebra imposes.

– It assumes all data is in RDF.
– The expressivity of SPARQL comes at the cost of high evaluation complex-

ity [18, 23].

Therefore, the main challenge is to define an adequate data model that em-
braces RDF and non-RDF data and strikes a balance between expressivity and
complexity. Accordingly, my research questions are:

RQ1: What is the appropriate data model to adopt?
RQ2: How do we achieve efficient scalable performance?
RQ3: How do we enable processing of RDF and non-RDF data together?

1 https://github.com/cloudera/impala
2 http://cascalog.org/
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5 Hypotheses

We introduce several hypotheses that we would like to test in our research.

H1: A new data model can be defined to underlie a dataflow language for RDF
data. The expressivity and complexity of this data model can be determined.

H2: Algebraic properties of the new data model can be exploited to enhance
performance.

H3: Scalable efficient performance can be achieved by utilising state-of-the-art
distributed computational frameworks.

H4: Integrating transformation to RDF as part of the data processing enables
processing RDF and non-RDF data together and can eliminate the need of
full transformation to RDF.

6 Approach & Preliminary Results

We had an initial proposal for a data model and a dataflow language. Our goal
is to iteratively refine the model (H1, H2) and our implementation (H3) and
then extend it to include non-RDF data and data transformation (H4). The
next two subsections summarise our preliminary results.

6.1 RDF Algebra

RDF Algebra is our proposed data model. This algebra defines operators similar
to those defined in SPARQL algebra but that are fully composable. To achieve
such composability, the algebra operators input and output are always a pair
of a graph and a corresponding table (H1). The core set of expressions in this
algebra are: atomic, projection, extending, triple pattern matching, filtering,
cross product and aggregation. The syntax and the semantics of these expressions
have been formally defined and their expressivity in comparison to SPARQL is
captured by the following lemma.

Lemma 1. RDF Algebra expressions can express SPARQL 1.1 basic graph pat-
terns with filters, aggregations and assignments.

We have also started to study some unique algebraic properties of our data
model (H2). Cascading triple patterns and joins in the RDF algebra results in
some unique optimisation opportunities. Therefore, we defined a partial order-
ing relationship between triple patterns to capture subsumption among results.
Consequently, evaluation plans can be optimised and intermediary results can
be reused in order to enhance evaluation performance (H3).

The innovative part of this model is the pairing of graphs and tables, which,
to the best of our knowledge, was not reported in the literature before. This
ensures full composability and can potentially accommodate tabular data (with
empty graph component that can be populated via transforming the tabular
data only when necessary) (H4).
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6.2 SYRql, A Dataflow Language

Our current dataflow language that is grounded in the algebra defined before is
called SYRql. A SYRql script is a sequence of statements and each statement
is either an assignment or an expression. The syntax of SYRql borrows the use
of “− >” syntax from Jaql to explicitly show the data flow. Whereas pattern
matching in SYRql uses identical syntax to basic graph patterns of SPARQL.
SPARQL syntax for patterns is intuitive, concise and well-known to many users
in the Semantic Web field. We hope that this facilitates learning SYRql for many
users.

The current implementation3 uses JSON4 for internal representation of the
data. Particularly, we use JSON arrays for bindings and JSON-LD [24] to repre-
sent graphs. SYRql scripts are parsed and then translated into a directed acyclic
graph (DAG) of MapReduce jobs (H3). Sequences of expressions that can be
evaluated together are grouped into a single MapReduce job. Finally, the graph
is topologically sorted and the MapReduce jobs are scheduled to execute on the
cluster. Our initial performance evaluation showed comparative performance to
well-established languages such as Pig Latin and Jaql (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Query processing times

3 https://gitlab.deri.ie/Maali/syrql-jsonld-imp/wikis/home
4 http://json.org
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7 Evaluation Plan

We are currently conducting a formal study of the data model, its algebraic
properties, its complexity and expressivity. We plan to compare it to First-Order
Logic languages (H1, H2).

For performance evaluation, we have started comparing response time that
our implementation provides to that of SPARQL and existing big data languages
(H3). Figure 1 shows initial results. The benchmark we used is based on the
Berlin SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM) [4] that defines an e-commerce use case.
Specifically, we translated a number of queries in the BSBM Business Intelligence
usecase (BSBM BI)5 into equivalent programs in HiveQL, Pig Latin and Jaql.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first benchmark that uses existing big
data languages with RDF data.

Furthermore, we plan to use some data manipulation scenarios from bioinfor-
matics research to guide requirement collection for processing RDF and non-RDF
data (H4). We plan to conduct a performance evaluation and a user study to
evaluate our work on this regards.

8 Reflections

We base our work on a good understanding of Semantic Web technologies as
well as existing Big Data techniques and languages. The initial results we have
collected are promising. Nevertheless, the current implementation leaves rooms
for improvements. We plan to use RDF compression techniques such as HDT [8]
and to experiment with distributed frameworks other than MapReduce such as
Spark. Finally, we believe that our data model and its algebraic properties can
yield fruitful results that can further be applied in tasks like caching RDF query
results, views management and query results reuse.
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1 Problem Statement

In 2001, Berners-Lee et al. [2] defined the Semantic Web (SW) as an extension
of the current Web in which information is given well-defined meaning through
the use of common standards and technologies to facilitate the sharing and reuse
of data. In 2006, the related term Linked Data (LD) [3, 7] was proposed as a way
to identify a set of best practices for publishing data using SW tools that allow
to link these isolated datasets in a large network of distributed data [17]. Since
then, the number of available datasets that follow the SW and LD ideas has
been considerably increasing, leading to what is currently known as the Web of
Data (WoD).

Although this WoD provides tons of information (see the LD cloud1), evi-
dence shows that it is only as usable as its quality: there is a lot of noise in current
SW datasets2 and just a few applications can effectively exploit the inherent
potential of this well-defined and structured information. These SW datasets
covers different domains and have different levels of quality: from “high-quality”
curated SW datasets (for example, in life-science domain) to those which were
extracted from unstructured and semi-structured sources or were the result of
a crowdsourcing process (for example, DBPedia [11]). Some of the data-quality
problems that affects those datasets are out-of-date values, incomplete or incor-
rect data, inconsistencies, etc. Most of these problems arise during the creation
process of SW data, due to errors in the original data source, the tools employed
to convert or create SW data, misuse of ontologies, etc.

The main problem addressed in my PhD work is about to improve existing
SW datasets (also new and emerging ones) that suffer from quality problems by
taking advantage of information available in other SW datasets with presumed
and relatively “high” quality. This work will be mainly focused in two related
quality dimensions: “semantic accuracy” (values that do not correctly represent

1 http://linkeddata.org/
2 The term “Semantic Web (SD) dataset” used in this document is also referred in

others works as “Linked Data (LD) set”, “RDF dataset” or generally as “dataset in
the WoD”.
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the real state of real-world objects) [6, 20] and “interlinking” (datasets that are
not properly linked to another datasets) [9, 20]. The aim is to develop mecha-
nisms to detect and evaluate these quality criteria and also make suggestions to
enrich (complete or add relevant data) and curate (repair wrong or inconsis-
tent data) SW datasets. To achieve this goal, existent SW datasets (that we call
“seeds”) will be used to derive “dependency rules” (DRs) (relationships between
attributes of a schema or ontology) that then will be applied on other dataset
(that we call “target”) to detect, measure and fix quality problems. In order to
clarify the ideas behind our approach, we propose a simple SW dataset as use
case scenario:

SW dataset about books and its authors. For each book we have ISBN,
keywords, publication date, language, topic, etc. For each author we have per-
sonal information like country and city of residence, work place, organization,
etc. This will be our “target” dataset on which we want to improve quality.

According to the problem that we want to address on the “target” dataset,
specific issues need to be tackled:

– Identify “dependency rules” (DR) using “seeds” datasets. For example, a DR
could be “country and city names determine the zip-code value for the
author’s residence location. Another DR could be, “Author’s country and
country-language determines the language of author’s books”.

– Detect inconsistencies, wrong values or incomplete data on the “target” dataset.
For example, if we have information about country, city and zip-code
(and the corresponding DRs that relate them), we want to check if values
for these attributes are consistent between them.

– Make suggestions to improve data completeness of the “target” dataset. For
example, if the language of a book is not established, we want to derive
this information from those attributes that provides information about au-
thor’s residence country and country-language (first, we must detect
the DRs that relate these attributes).

– Make suggestions to improve interlinking between “target” and “seeds” datasets.
For example, if the country and city values are just string values like “Ar-
gentina” and “Buenos Aires”, how can we suggest links to connect the “tar-
get” dataset with the “seeds’ ’ datasets that provides URIs for “Argentina”
and “Buenos Aires” resources (for example, DBPedia).

2 Relevancy

As mentioned above, the WoD provides big amounts of information distributed
over a large number of diverse datasets but the usefulness of this data depends
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on its quality. If I succeed, my PhD work will contribute in the SW data-quality
research area and, more specifically, in the following related activities:

– Dataset enrichment and curation. Enrichment refers to add relevant
information to one dataset using data provided by other datasets. Curation
refers to fix inconsistent or wrong data. Both activities are complementary.

– Link discovery and interlinking. One of the key principles of LD is to
relate datasets between them. Thus, once a set of potential external sources
to relate with is detected (links discovery), the publisher must face with the
decision of which one choose to link (interlinking). I expect to contribute
in the Link Discovering [4] research area by developing methods to detect
errors in links (incomplete, invalid, out-of-date, etc.) or suggest new links.

As a direct consequence of the potential contribution in the areas mentioned
above, my PhD work will also contribute in the following activities:

– Data publishing. Currently, there is a growing interest by organizations
in publish data using SW and LD principles. One of the most important
and complex aspects to consider during this task is to ensure data quality.
It is therefore essential that publishers have mechanisms to detect quality
problems and, eventually, have the tools to fix them.

– Development of applications and software over the WoD (Seman-
tic Web applications). SW aplications developers will be hampered their
task when trying to build intelligent software agents that automatically col-
lect information of the WoD in order to get an integrated knowledge base for
a certain purpose. Data quality is a critical aspect in an integration scenario
where the readiness of information needs to ensure that it can be efficiently
exploited by applications.

3 Related Work

As the amount and usage of SW data grew, several works have been addressed
the data quality aspect of datasets. Zaveri et al. [20] present the results of a
systematic review of approaches for assessing data quality of LD identifying a
core set of twenty-six data quality dimensions (criteria). Vrandecic’s work [16]
focuses on ontology evaluation and provide a theoretical framework defining a
set of eight ontology quality criteria and ontology aspects that can be evaluated
as well as related methods and evaluations. Regarding data quality assessment
methods (also known as framework or methodologies) for SW datasets, existent
approaches can be classified into semi-automated, automated and manual [12,
19, 10, 1]. Besides, there is a lot of research performed extensively to assess the
quality and report commonly occurring problems of the existing datasets [8,
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9]. Regarding to “semantic accuracy” assessment, Fürber and Hepp [6] propose
SWIQA, a quality framework that employs data quality rule templates to express
quality requirements which are automatically used to identify deficient data and
calculate quality scores for five quality dimensions. “Semantic accuracy” is one of
these dimensions and authors proposed to identify semantically incorrect values
through the manual definition of functional dependency rules. Another work that
is inspired in the “functional dependency” concepts was done by Yu and Heflin
[18]. In that work, authors propose a clustering-based approach to facilitate the
detection of abnormalities in SW data by computing functional dependencies
like, for example,“The language of a book is determined by the author’s country”.
Fleischhacker et al. [5] give an approach oriented to enrich the schema of a SW
dataset with property axioms (based on association rule mining) by means of
statistical schema induction and also discuss other approaches related with the
research areas of “LD mining” and “association rule learning” [14].

4 Research Questions

The research questions that I plan to address are:

– What are the implications of learning “dependency rules” (DRs)
from existent SW datasets?

To answer this question we need to understand the mechanisms to learn DRs
from SW datasets and what kind of data do we need to perform this task
(schemas, instance data, etc.). Besides, some related questions also need to be
answered: Are these DRs dependent on both “seeds” and “target” datasets?
Can these DRs be reused for apply in different datasets? How the amount-
of-data of the involve datasets does affect the detection of DRs?.

– How existent data quality assessment metrics can be used in my
approach to measure “Semantic accuracy” and “Interlinking”?

To answer this question we need to understand the quality problems related
to “semantic accuracy” and “interlinking”, examine its causes and conse-
quences and study the existent methods to deal with them. In this sense, it
is important to see the relation of these two dimensions and the potential
of work with them together to improve quality. Finally, determine in which
way DRs can be used to build procedures that allow us to detect a quality
problem and measure certain information of the mentioned dimensions.

– How to suggest recommendations to enrich and curate a SW dataset?

To answer this question we need to separate both activities. To enrich a
dataset we need to know how to detect what information is missing or in-
complete, to then suggest not only new relevant information but also the
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way it should be used (completing a property value, adding a link, etc.). To
curate a dataset, we need to detect wrong or inconsistent attribute values
and suggest a way to correct them (deleting, replacing, etc.) giving new con-
sistent values. For both scenarios, it is necessary to understand how DRs can
be used with instance data of “seeds” datasets in order to make suggestions
of new relevant data for the “target” dataset.

– What are the methodologies issues to be considered when assess-
ing the quality of SW datasets?

To answer this question it is important to understand the limitations and
drawbacks of current data quality assessment methodologies in order to de-
termine how can we improve (or extend) them to fit with the needs of our
approach.

5 Hypotheses

The main idea behind the approach of my PhD work is to improve the data-
quality (regarding to “semantic accuracy”) of a SW datasets (that we will call
“target” dataset) through a strategy that will use existing datasets (that we
will call “seeds” datasets). Assuming a certain level of related “high-quality” for
“seeds” datasets, we will use them to learn “dependency rules” (DRs). These
DRs will be used to measure “semantic accuracy” (detecting wrong or inconsis-
tent values), curate data (suggest new correct values) and enrich data the tar-
get dataset (complete missing values for attributes and suggest links to others
datasets). This approach to improve data-quality leads to a cycle strategy: exis-
tent high-quality datasets can be used to improve quality of new and emerging
datasets, and these in turn can also be used by future and even existent datasets
with the same purpose. This general idea takes data-quality as a “transferable
property”: the quality of a SW dataset depends not only on the quality of their
own data, but also on the quality of the external sources which are related to.

6 Preliminary results

Recently, we have been working on challenges related with the development of an
application that integrates product reviews available as SW data (microformats,
RDFa, rdf files, etc.) [13]. In this experimental work, we studied the architec-
tures available to build SW applications and we focused on the data integration
process. We also studied how quality problems affect the development of these
applications when trying to consume and integrate data from heterogeneous
SW datasets. We used a set of quality criteria which we divided in three cate-
gories: data-provider quality, schema quality and instance-data quality. Regard-
ing data-provider quality we addressed “accessibility”, “amount-of-data” and
“timeliness”. For schema quality we analyzed “coverage” and “mappings”. Fi-
nally, for instance-data quality we analyzed “accuracy” (syntactic accuracy and
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semantic accuracy) and “completeness” (property completeness and interlinking
completeness). We got SW data about reviews using Sindice3 and LOD-Cache4

search engines. After analyze the retrieved data, we described common occurring
errors for each criteria and their effects in the integration process. We found that
most reviews have quality problems mainly related to incomplete data (reviews’s
text, language, rating or even a reference to the reviewed item is missing) and
inconsistent values (for example, the text property has the value “This books
is great” and rating property has value “0”). Although we did not propose a
solution to the problems found, we noticed that many of them could be detected
or even curated using information available in other datasets like DBPedia.

7 Approach

As mentioned in section 1, my PhD work will intend to address the data quality
aspect of SW datasets by considering two quality dimensions: “semantic accu-
racy” and “interlinking”. The main idea behind this approach is to use existent
SW datasets as “seeds” to learn DRs. Then, apply these DRs over a “target”
dataset to detect incomplete, erroneous or inconsistent data and finally, make
suggestions to curate and enrich the “target” dataset using instance values of the
“seeds” datasets. In order to facilitate the understanding of the main problem, it
was divided into more specific sub-problems. The first and most important task is
related with how to get “dependency rules” (DRs) from “seeds” datatsets. “De-
pendency rules” concept is inspired in “data dependency” concept (well-known
in relational databases domain and already used in [18] to detect abnormal data
in RDF Graphs). With the DRs obtained, we will work on:

– Detection and measurement of “Semantic accuracy” and “Interlinking”. Al-
though both dimensions will be treated separately, the idea is to take as
reference quality evaluations performed by related work (see section 3) and
adapt them to our approach (using DRs, “seeds” and “target” dataset).

– Suggest recommendations to “enrich” and “curate” data. Although both ac-
tivities will be treated separately, the idea is to use a “Content-based Recom-
mender System” approach [15] that uses DRs and “seeds” datasets to suggest
new relevant data, either to complete or replace erroneous and inconsistent
values.

The novel contribution of this work lies in extending current quality assess-
ment methodologies, using existent SW datasets to get DRs and apply them
to other datasets in order to detect and fix quality problems to increase data
quality levels.

3 http://sindice.com/
4 http://lod.openlinksw.com/
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8 Evaluation Plan

To facilitate the evaluation of my PhD approach, I will divide the task in the same
way as Section 7. The proposed solutions for each sub-problem will be evaluated
using offline experiments performing on pre-collected datasets that must meet
certain requirements. For “seeds” datasets, it is neccessary to ensure a minimum
level of data-quality, at least, for those attributes that will be considered in the
DR, and will be used to make recommendations (for enrich and curate data).
Both types of datasets, “seeds” and “target” must have a controlled size (in terms
of amount-of-data) according to the complexity of the algorithms and hardware
limitations. Attributes of interest of the involved schemas (or ontologies) must be
mappeable. I pretend to evaluate my approach by comparing how many correct
and useful DRs have been detected and how they can be used in detection and
recommendations tasks:

– A DR is correct if the involved attributes represents a consistent relation
according to “seeds” and “target” dataset (instance data and schema). We
must check manually if a DR is correct (for example, having a set of pre-
defined DRs we can test if our approach generates similar DRs).

– A DR is useful (for detection) if it can be used to detect wrong values (test
“semantic accuracy”) or missing values (incomplete properties).

– A DR is useful (for prediction) if it can be used by recommendation algo-
rithms to provide new attributes values and suggest potential relevant links
to other datasets.

Note that the evaluation plan should include the test of algorithms used to
derive DRs, detect wrong and incomplete values and generate recommendations.
Traditional “precision”, “recall” and other related approaches [15] can be used
in these tasks.

9 Reflections

My PhD approach is based on the fact that there is a huge amount of informa-
tion published following SW and LD principles and also that quality problems
affects these diverse datasets to a greater or lesser extent. I also understand that
data quality in SW datasets is an emerging research area of great interest with
applications in domains like e-science, e-government and even e-commerce. Al-
though many works have addressed the SW data-quality problem, most of them
proposes methodologies to evaluate specific quality-criteria and report common
occurring errors on a particular dataset. Only a few mention mechanisms to
deal with incomplete or inconsistent data. The development of mechanisms and
scalable tools to effectively solve these problems is still an open challenge.
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Abstract:  The launch of Linked Open Data Project in 2007 has resulted into making the Web 
a giant global data space hosting millions of linked RDF data triples on various domains in  
Linked Open Data Cloud.  These data are now freely available for reuse.  However, while some 
Web developers have developed notable Linked Data applications consuming and integrating different 
types of  linked open data from the Linked Open Data Cloud to provide valuable services to people, 
many Web developers are yet to understand Linked Data principles and standards due to difficulties they 
face in learning semantic and linked data technologies.  This research therefore proposes a Linked Data 
Application Development framework to help Web developers in overcoming challenges associated with 
designing and implementing linked data applications. 

Key Words:   linked  data  applications,  Spring  framework,  development,  web  developers, 
semantic web, object-oriented frameworks

1. Problem Description

The launch of Linked Open Data Project [1] in 2007 has resulted into a giant global data space 
consisting of reusable linked RDF data on various domains.  

However,  while  there  are  developers  building  Linked  Data  applications  that  are 
consuming data from Open Linked Data Cloud to provide useful services to people, there are 
still many web developers that are unable to apply the linked data principles in developing 
linked data applications.  This is evident in the slow pace adoption of linked data among many 
web  application  developers.   World  Wide  Web  Consortium confirmed  the  slow  pace  of 
adoption by setting up a new Working Group called Data Activity with a mission to support 
data  providers  in  publishing  their  data  and  also  providing  supports  that  will  ease  the 
development of linked data applications for application developers. In its inaugural minutes 
[2] of meeting held on 26th February, 2014, members of the group unanimously agreed that 
there is lack of awareness of Linked Data standards among the web application developers  
which make them to be put off when they are informed of Linked data.  

Some of the contributing factors discouraging developers from adopting linked data 
technology  include  lack  of  necessary  competencies,  tools,  methodological  &  frameworks 
supports, difficult in learning linked data standards, lack of guidelines, reusable libraries etc 
[5,8,  9].   Though some of  these  problems have been addressed.   For instance,  W3C has 
published a lot recommendations and best practices for publication of RDF/Linked Data.  
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Also, there are now  various tools and libraries that could be used in developing linked data
applications.  With  the progresses made so far, developers are still having challenges.  
While developers new to the field of semantic/linked data are facing problem of complexity in 
learning the technology, the earlier adopters are also having challenges in implementing of 
linked data applications.  The authors of [8] suggested these problems could be addressed 
through the  adoption  of  conventional  software  engineering  practices  with  the  linked  data 
design approaches such as  (i)  guidelines,  best  practices  and design patterns;  (ii)  software  
libraries; and (iii) software factories to provide a ready-made infrastructure for the developers. 
However, the authors only briefly described each of the design approach with identification of 
relevant tools, but failed to develop the desired infrastructure.    

It is in view of the aforementioned above that this research seeks to adopt object-
oriented software engineering practices in developing a framework for linked data application. 
The  proposed  framework  will  identify  and  integrate  the  existing  Linked  Data/Semantic  
libraries & APIs such as Jena, Sesame, Silk, RDR, etc.  The framework will also be integrated  
with a popular object-oriented framework already familiar to developers. This will enable the 
developers to easily adopt linked applications and also reusing the beneficial features of spring 
framework which simplify development of enterprise applications.

2. Research Questions and Hypotheses 

The goal of this research is to develop a framework that will simplify the learning curve of  
linked data technology for developers and thereby making it easy for them in reusing linked 
data design models and codes for designing and implementing linked data applications.  In 
order to achieve the stated goal, the research will investigate the following research questions:

(i) What are the main features of Linked Data applications that distinguish them from 
conventional web applications?

(ii) What are the main software components that usually constitute the architectures of 
linked data applications?

(iii) How can the use of framework ease the learning curve for new developers coming 
into the world of semantic web/linked data applications?

(iv) How  can  the  use  of  frameworks  help  developers  who  are  earlier  adopters  in 
overcoming challenges associated with the design and implementation of linked data 
applications? 

(v) Of  what  benefits  will  the  use  of  framework  be  for  developing  linked  data 
applications?

The research hypotheses are as follows:

(i) Defining the features of linked data applications will assist developers in deciding 
when to apply linked data technology for developing web applications.

(ii) Using of software engineering practice and frameworks will enable more developers 
to embrace linked data technology.

(iii) Integrating  a  linked  data  application  framework  with  a  popular  object-oriented 
framework will simplify the design and implementation of linked data application for 
the developers.
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(iv) Use of framework for implementing linked data applications will enable developers 
to  deliver  application  within  a  short  period  through  extensive  reuse  of  analysis  
model, design model and codes. 

(v) Integrating a linked data application with an existing object-oriented framework will  
enrich the features of linked data applications.

3. Relevancy:

Open Data Movements globally have been leading campaigns calling for the adoption of open 
data by governments of the world in order to make them more transparent and accountable to 
their people.  Governments such as UK, US and some others have responded by launching 
data portals hosting thousands of datasets on various public sectors with the aim of promoting 
transparency and also improving their economies.  Through the Open Linked Data project  
launched in 2007, many datasets from government data portals have been transformed and 
republished as RDF data in line with the principles of Linked Data.  The efforts have resulted 
into a huge cloud of linked datasets.   Web developers are expected to reuse the published 
datasets from the governments' portals and Linked Open Data Cloud in building Linked  Data  
applications  that  will  provide  valuable  services  to  people  as  envisaged  by  open  data 
movements.   However,  while some developers  have used the these opportunities  to build 
linked data applications, many developers are yet to adopt and apply linked data principles 
and standards due to earlier stated reasons above.  We hope this proposed framework will help 
more web developers in adopting Linked Data principles and standards to build more valuable 
applications for the betterment of people.  In addition, the research will also contribute to the 
on-going efforts of truly making the Web a Web of documents and data.

4. Related Work:

A group of researchers [8] did a good work to design a conceptual architecture for linked data  
application and also identified all the interacting components that make up the architecture. 
They also advocated for the use of software engineering and design approaches 
i.e (1) guidelines, best practices  and design patterns; (2) software libraries; and (3) software
 factories to provide ready-made solutions for developing linked data applications.  They only 
briefly described each of the design approach with identification of relevant tools, but did not 
build a ready-made solution as envisaged.

A related work to this research is the development of a flexible integration framework for  
semantic 2.0 applications  [9].   The research was successful in developing a framework and 
also  integrated  its  with  with  an  object-orient  framework  i.e  Rubby  on  Rail  framework. 
However, the framework is not suitable for linked data applications because it was developed 
as at the time the linked data technology was just evolving.

In the Linked Data book [6], the authors laid the foundation guide for the development of 
linked data applications by providing architectural patterns and components for implementing 
linked data applications.  They went further to describe the main tasks and techniques needed 
for  developing  linked  data  applications.   However,  descriptions  provided  are  difficult  to 
comprehend and apply by web application developers that are just coming to the world of 
semantic web and linked data communities.  
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Also following the same step of Linked Data book was EUCLID project [7], a two 
years  project  funded  under  the  EU  Seventh  Framework  Programme  for  the  purpose  of 
providing comprehensive educational curriculum to the real needs of data practitioners.  One 
of  its  lecture  deliverables  was  a  guide  on  building  linked  data  applications.   Also,  the 
architecture  of  linked  data  application  based  on  patterns,  layers  and  components  was 
described.  The guide only captured information on the Linked Data application development 
frameworks

Another  research  [3]  performed  an  empirical  survey  of  98  Semantic  Web 
applications, in order to identify the most common shared components and the  challenges in 
implementing  these  components.   In  their  findings,  the  authors  observed  that  though not 
explicitly stated, most of the applications surveyed applied principles of Component-based 
software  engineering  (CBSE)  in  implementing  their  applications.   The  authors  only 
recommended the use of CBSE in building semantic applications.  

There are also various life cycles that have been developed for publishing linked data 
on  the  web  of  data.   These  life  cycles  only  focus  on  publishing  linked  data;  neglecting 
processes to be carried out by developers to develop linked data application that can consume 
and manipulate data.  Developers therefore found it difficult to comprehend and apply the life  
cycles within the context of software engineering.

5. Proposed Approach & Preliminary Results:

The research will adopt process for developing Object-Oriented Frameworks.   In addition, 
refactoring method will  also be used to  capture aggregation and reusable components  for 
linked data application development  framework.   The proposed approach will  include the 
following steps:  

1. Definition  of  characteristics  usually  possessed  by  semantic  web/linked  data 
application:  In  order  to  define  the  characteristics,  we  are  adopting  the  NeOn 
methodological  [5]  process  which  set  questionnaires  for  deriving  semantic 
application characteristics based on the following three dimensions.  
i. Questionnaire about Ontologies: help the application developers to 

determine the characteristics of the ontologies that the application will make 
use of.

ii. Questionnaire  about  Data:  help  the  application  developers  to  determine  
the characteristics of the data that the application will consume or 
manipulate and its relation with the ontologies or data schemas which data 
may conform to.

iii. Questionnaire about Reasoning:  help the application developers to 
determine the characteristics of the reasoning that the application will apply 
to the ontologies and data.

The  questionnaire  about  the  data  dimension  will  be  extended  to  capture  more  
requirements based on Linked data principles because they are not fully captured in 
NeOn.
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2. Domain Analysis for Linked Data application domain:  in oder to identify and 
characterize  the  problem  domain,  the  research  will  adopt  the  following  steps  as 
stipulated in [10]:
i. Outline the situation and the problem: the problem domain area is semantic 

web/linked data applications.
ii. Examine existing solutions:   this involves selection of semantic web/linked 

data applications using the defined characteristics in order to identify and  
extract the general functionalities common to all of them..

iii. Identify key abstractions: applying component based software engineering 
process to obtain software components in line with the identified  
functionalities. 

iv. Identify what parts of the process the framework will perform
v. Ask for input from clients and refine the approach

The above steps will result into obtaining domain analysis model as presented in  
figure 1 below:

     

Processes

Tasks

Figure 1:  Analysis Model for Linked Data Application Framework

3. Framework design:  this will be carried out following the steps illustrated in [11]. 
A framework  design  is  a  software  design  that,  when  implemented,  provides  the 
general and abstract functionality identified in analysis model [11].

 The two main sub-processes are:
i. Architectural Design: the objective is to identify the objects/components  

that constitute the system and how they collaborate using the analysis model 
as input.  Activities involved are:
(a) Identify Abstractions:  refining the  analysis model tasks to 

obtain high-abstracted classes from which the clients instantiate.  
The derived three main classes'  Names from the analysis model  
which client instantiate are: 

DataAccessing DataLinking DataViews

,  
Figure 2:  The Derived Main High-Level Abstracted Classes.
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For effective design and implementation of the proposed 
framework, the identified three above High-abstracted Classes will 
be classified as sub-frameworks.

(b) Identify Generic Design Solutions:  studying the sub-frameworks 
and reuse design patterns to provide solutions.  For instance, 
Strategy Design Pattern through use of Composition  [12] will be 
reused to provide solution for DataAccessing Class/Sub-
framework as shown in figure 3 below:

        
             

               

                    

Figure 3:  Use of Strategy Design Pattern for DataAccessing Sub-framework

(c) Assigning  of  Classes'/Objects'  Responsibilities:  these  under  
construction  

ii. Detailed Design:  involves detailed definition of collaborations among the 
objects of the architectural design.  Under construction.

Composition  of  Linked  Data  Application  Framework  with  Spring  Object-oriented 
Framework:

The proposed linked data application framework will be integrated with the Spring Object-
oriented framework in  order  to  make the linked data application framework accessible to 
many developers who are already familiar to Spring Framework.  The integration will enable  
the linked data application to draw on the strengths and benefits of Spring Framework which 
include :

i. Spring framework is java based platform and also most of the existing RDF 
libraries are implemented using java programming language.

ii. Spring  Core  Container  Infrastructure  for  managing  the  life  cycle  of 
application objects.

iii. Spring MVC Framework for achieving the separation of Concerns.  
iv. Spring Aspect Programming Infrastructure
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4. Framework Implementation Phase:  the objective of the
 implementation phase is to implement the objects, the relationships and
 the collaborations identified in the design phase [11].

Core activities to be carried out according to [10], are:

i. Implement the core classes
ii. Test framework
iii. Ask client to test the framework
iv. Iterate to refine the design and add features

7. Evaluation Plan:

In order to evaluate the research hypotheses, the developed linked data application framework 
will  be tested by the researcher using it  to develop a linked data application for Nigerian 
National Petroleum Corporation.  The agency currently publishes on its website the Oil & Gas 
Statistical Data (Monthly, Quarterly & Annually) on various activities ranging from upstream, 
midstream and downstream in PDF format.   This data will be converted to RDF data and also 
integrated with other relevant data from the web to derive new valuable linked data for the 
organization.  The domain expert in the industry will be involved in the development process
.In addition, the framework together with its documentation will be made publicly available to 
developers  to  access  and  use  it  in  developing  linked  data  applications.   Thereafter, 
questionnaires will be designed for developers to answer to measure research hypotheses such 
as shortening of development period with the use of framework, ease of learning linked data 
technology through the use of the framework etc.

8. Reflection:

Developing  the  proposed  linked  data  application  framework  following  the  conventional 
software engineering and  existing object-orient framework development process will enable 
the successful development of the proposed framework.  In addition, the integration of the 
framework with a popular object-oriented framework, Spring framework will  make linked 
data application technology accessible to more developers.
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Abstract. As Linked Open Data is gaining traction, publishers incor-
porate more their data to the cloud. Since the whole Web of Data cannot
be semantically represented though, data consumers should also be able
to map any content to rdf on-demand to answer complicated queries by
integrating information from multiple heterogeneous sources distributed
over the Web or not. In both cases, the quality and integrity of the gener-
ated rdf output affects the performance of traversing and querying the
Linked Open Data. Thus, well-considered and automated approaches to
semantically represent and interlink, already during mapping, the do-
main level information of distributed heterogeneous sources is required.
In this paper, we outline a plan to tackle this problem: We propose a uni-
form way of defining how to map and interlink data from heterogeneous
sources, alternative approaches to perform the mappings and methods
to assess the quality and integrity of the resulting Linked Data sets.

1 Problem Statement

Efficiently extracting and integrating information from diverse, distributed and
heterogeneous sources to enable rich knowledge generation that can more ac-
curately answer complicated queries and lead to effective decision making, re-
mains one of the most significant challenges. Nowadays, Semantic Web enabled
technologies become more mature and the rdf data model is gaining traction
as a prominent solution for knowledge representation. However, only a limited
amount of data is available as Linked Data, because, despite the significant num-
ber of existing tools, acquiring its rdf representation remains complicated.

Deploying the five stars of the Linked Open Data schema1 is still the de-facto
way of incorporating data to the Linked Open Data (lod) cloud. Approaching
though the stars as a set of consecutive steps and applying them to separately
individual sources, disregarding possible prior definitions and links to other en-
tities, leads in failing to reach the uppermost goal of publishing interlinked data.
Manual alignment to their prior appearances is often performed by redefining
their semantic representations, while links to other entities are defined after the

1
http://5stardata.info/
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data is mapped and published. Identifying, interlinking or replicating, and keep-
ing them aligned is complicated and the situation aggravates the more data is
mapped and published. Existing solutions tend to generate multiple Unique Re-
source Identifiers (uris) for the same entities while duplicates can be found even
within a publisher’s own datasets. Hence, demand emerges for a well-considered
policy regarding mapping and interlinking of data in the context of a certain
knowledge domain, either to incorporate the semantically enriched data to the
lod or to answer a query on-the-fly.

So far, there is neither uniform mapping formalisation to define how to map
and interlink heterogeneous distributed sources into rdf in an integrated and
interoperable fashion nor complete solution that supports the whole mapping
and interlinking procedure together. Apart from few domain specific tools, none
of the existing solution offer the option to automatically detect the described
domain and propose corresponding mapping rules. Except for the field of plain
text analysis where again the main focus is on semantically annotating the text
rather than describing a domain and the relationships between its entities. More-
over, there are are no means to validate and check the consistency, quality and
integrity of the generated output, apart from manual user-driven controls, and no
means to automate these tests and incorporate them in the mapping procedure.

2 Relevancy

The problem is directly relevant to data publishing and data consumption with
an emphasis on semantically-enabled data integration. In the data publishing end
of spectrum, domain level information can be integrated from a combination of
heterogeneous sources and published as Linked Data, using the rdf data model.
In the data consumption end of spectrum, the relevancy is two-fold: (i) On the
one hand, the quality and integrity of the resulting rdf representation is reflected
at the dataset’ s consumption. (ii) On the other hand, data extracts can be
mapped and interlinked on-demand and on-the-fly from different heterogeneous
sources, since not all data can be represented as Linked Data. On the whole,
the problem is relevant to the alignment and synchronisation of data’s semantic
and non-semantic representations; modifications (inserts, updates and deletions)
need to be synchronised over data’s semantic and non-semantic representation.

The problem is emphasized in cases of knowledge acquisition, searching or
query answering that information integration is required from a combination of
distributed and heterogeneous (semantic and/or non-semantic) data sources. Es-
pecially when it is taken into consideration data that cannot be easily traversed
else, for instance the deep Web or large volumes of published data files. Seman-
tic Web technologies together with the rdf data model allows to deliberately
concatenate the extract of data that is relevant.

There are several stakeholders that could take advantage of such information
integration enhanced with semantic annotation. Such key stakeholders are those
who publish and consume large volumes of data that might be distributed and
appear in heterogeneous formats. For instance, governments that publish and
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consume, at the same time, Open Data, scientists that combine data from differ-
ent sources and re-publish processed information or (data) journalists that need
extracts of data from several sources to acquire knowledge and draw conclusions.

3 Related Work

Several solutions exist to execute mappings from different file structures and seri-
alisations to rdf. Different mapping languages beyond rrml were defined [6] in
the case of relational databases and several implementations already exist2. Sim-
ilarly, mapping languages were defined to support conversion from data in csv
and spreadsheets to the rdf data model. For instance, the XLWrap’s mapping
language [10] that converts data in various spreadsheets to rdf, the declarative
owl-centric mapping language Mapping Master’s M2 [11] that converts data
from spreadsheets into the Web Ontology Language (owl), Tarql3 that follows
a querying approach and Vertere4 that follows a triple-oriented approach as
rrml does too. The main drawback in the case of most row-oriented mapping
solutions is the assumption that each row describes an entity (entity-per-row
assumption) and each column represents a property.

A larger variety of solutions exist to map data from xml to rdf, but to
the best of our knowledge, no specific languages were defined for this, apart
from the wc standardized grddl5 that essentially provides the links to the
algorithms (typically represented in xslt) that maps the data to rdf. Instead,
tools mostly rely on existing xml solutions, such as xslt (e.g., Krextor [9] and
AstroGrid-D6), xpath (e.g., Tripliser7), and xquery (e.g., XSPARQL [1]).

In general, most of the existing tools deploy mappings from a certain source
format to rdf (per-source approaches) and only few tools provide mappings
from different source formats to rdf. Datalift [12], The DataTank8, Karma9,
OpenRefine10, RDFizers11 and Virtuoso Sponger12 are the most well-known. But
those tools actually either employ separate source-centric approaches for each of
the formats they support, for instance Datalift, or rely on converting data from
other formats to a master which in most cases is table-structured, for instance
Karma or Open Refine. Furthermore, none of them provides an approach where
the mapping definitions can be detached from the implementation.

Beyond pure execution of mappings to rdf, most of the existing tools do
not provide any recommendations regarding how the data should be mapped,

2
http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/rdb2rdf/wiki/Implementations

3
https://github.com/cygri/tarql

4
https://github.com/knudmoeller/Vertere-RDF

5
http://www.w3.org/TR/grddl/

6
http://www.gac-grid.de/project-products/Software/XML2RDF.html

7
http://daverog.github.io/tripliser/

8
http://thedatatank.com

9
http://www.isi.edu/integration/karma/

10
http://openrefine.org/

11
http://simile.mit.edu/wiki/RDFizers

12
http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/dataspace/doc/dav/wiki/Main/VirtSponger
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namely how to model the domain described. Only Karma offers mapping recom-
mendation, however it relies on a training algorithm that improves when several
domain-relevant data sources are mapped. Among the other tools, only Open
Refine supports recommendations to a certain extend, but its recommendations
have the form of disambiguating named entities appearing in the lod.

As described, existing tools are solely focused on mapping data to the rdf
model, rather than interlinking the entities of the source to existing entities ap-
pearing on the Web. Only Open Refine allows to reconcile and match entities to
resources published as Linked Data and Datalift which incorporates interlink-
ing functionality but only as a subsequent step executed after the mapping is
completed. Overall, till nowadays, mapping and interlinking are considered two
steps that are executed consecutively. A lot of work has been done in the field of
text analysis, natural language processing (nlp) and named entity recognition
(ner) to identify and disambiguate entities with resources appearing in the lod
cloud. However such techniques are mainly focused on semantically annotating
the text rather than modelling the domain described. Moreover these techniques
are not applied in the case of (semi-)structured mappings.

Last but not least, none of the existing tools offer a complete solution that
allows to refine the executed mappings based on the users’ feedback, the results of
data cleansing tools, reasoning over the ontologies used or studying the integrity
and connectedness of the resulting dataset considering it as a graph. A summary
of existing approaches for assessing data quality that could be incorporated
for refining the mappings according to the result of a mapping can be found
at [13]. Among the pioneer tools for rdf data cleansing are the user-driven
TripleCheckMate [8] and the test-driven RDFUnit [7]. Again only Karma is
capable of refining its proposed mapping according to users’ intervention.

4 Research Questions

The main question in my doctoral research is:

– How can we access and represent domain level information from distributed het-
erogeneous sources in an integrated and uniform way?

On the one hand, the accessing aspect needs to be investigated:

– How can we enable querying distributed heterogeneous sources on the Web in a
uniform way?

On the other hand, the representation aspect needs to be investigated:

– How can we identify if entities of a source have already been assigned a URI and
enrich this unique representation with new properties and links?

– How can we interlink newly generated resources with existing ones already during
mapping considering the available domain information we have?

And the overall result raises the following questions:

– How can we assure that if we map some sources the domain is accurately modelled?
– How well the entities of the dataset are linked with each other?
– How well the dataset is linked with the lod cloud?
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5 Hypotheses

The main hypotheses related to my research are:

– Integrated mapping and interlinking of data in heterogeneous sources gener-
ates fewer overlapping entities and models better the domain’s semantics.

– Reusing Unique Resource Identifiers (uris) leads to more robust and uniform
datasets that have higher integrity and connectedness.

– Interlinking such datasets raises the integrity and connectedness of the whole
lod and improves the performance of its consumption.

– Not all media can be published as Linked Open Data, thus mapping extracts
of multiple heterogeneous data to rdf might occur on demand.

6 Approach

At this PhD, we propose a generic mapping methodology, that maps the data
independently of the source structure (source-agnostic), puts the focus on map-
pings and their optimal reuse and considers interlinking already during map-
pings. Therefore, the initial learning costs remain limited, the potential for the
custom-defined mapping’s reuse augments and a richer and more meaningful
interlinking is achieved. This is a prominent advancement compared to the ap-
proaches followed so far. As a result, the per-source mapping model followed
so far gets surpassed, leading to contingent data integration and interlinking.
Beyond the language that facilitates the mapping rules’ definition and is the
core of our solution, we propose a complete approach that aims to facilitate and
improve the mappings definition and execution.

In our proposed approach we aim to maximize the reuse of existing unique
identifiers (uris) and rely on the links between them and the newly generated
entities to achieve the interlinking of the new dataset with the lod. The disam-
biguated entities are assigned the corresponding uris and their representation
is enriched with properties and relationships of the newly incorporated dataset.
In contrast to the approaches followed so far, custom-generated uris are only
assigned to the entities that were not identified in the lod cloud (not disam-
biguated). Based on the relationships between the newly generated entities and
the disambiguated ones, the interlinking of the newly generated resources with
the lod is achieved. In order to identify such entities, we propose applying ner
techniques to the sources and use them against datasets of the lod.

Besides increasing the integrity of the dataset and reinforcing its interlinking
with the lod cloud, the whole domain needs to be modelled. Recommendations
based on vocabularies used for the description and for the relationships of the
disambiguated entities or other entities that are identified to model the same
domain and those appearing in a vocabularies’ repository, such as lov13, can be
taken into consideration. The domain can be further refined after the execution of
the mappings and the assessment of the output dataset using tools for evaluating

13
http://lov.okfn.org
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the data quality or taking into considerations the users’ feedback. In these cases,
the mapping rules can be adjusted to incorporate the emerging rules.

7 Preliminary results

We already defined a generic language adequate for defining rules to map het-
erogeneous sources into rdf in a uniform and integrated way [3]. This language
is the rdf Mapping Language (rml) 14, defined as a superset of the wc stan-
dardized mapping language rrml. rml broadens rrml’s scope and extends
its applicability to any data structure and format. rml came up as a result of
our need to map heterogeneous data to rdf. Initially, rrml was extended to
map data from hierarchically structured sources e.g., xml or json, to rdf. De-
tails about how we extended the row-oriented rrml to deal with hierarchy, and
other structures in general, are described in detail at our previous work [5].

Even though the language’s extensibility is self-evident as rml relies on an ex-
tension over rrml, its scalability was also proven by further extending it to map
data published as html pages to the rdf data model. Results of the mappings
from html to rdf using rml were presented at the Semantic Web publishing
challenge of the 11th Extended Semantic Web Conference (ESWC14) [2]. At the
moment, in total, rml and the prototype processor support, but are not limited,
mappings from data in csv, xml, json and html to the rdf data model.

A prototype processor15 was designed and implemented as a proof-of-concept
to accompany the rml mapping language. As rml extends rrml, the proces-
sor is implemented using an existing open-source rrml processor16. The rml
processor was designed to have a modular architecture where the extraction and
mapping modules are independently executed and the extraction module can
be instantiated depending on the possible inputs. Short discussion regarding
alternative approaches for processors supporting rml were discussed at [5].

Finally, some preliminary work on mapping rules’ refinements by incorporat-
ing data consumers’ feedback was presented at [4]. We showed how provenance
generated during mapping can be used later on to identify the mapping rules
that should be adjusted to incorporate data consumers’ feedback.

8 Evaluation plan

There are different aspects of the proposed solution which need to be assessed
and we are aiming to evaluate: the RML mapping language itself, the semantic
annotations and the entities interlinking, the quality and integrity of the resulting
dataset and the performance of the mapping execution.

– the language’s potential in regard to (i) the range of input sources supported
and their possible combinations for providing integrated mappings, namely

14
http://rml.io

15
https://github.com/mmlab/RMLProcessor

16
https://github.com/antidot/db2triples
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the language’s scalability and extensibility ; (ii) the language’s expressivity,
namely the coverage of possible alternative mapping rules, mainly in com-
parison to other languages (or approaches) and (iii) last, how reusable and
interoperable the mapping descriptions are.

– the validity, consistency and relevance (especially when the domain is mod-
elled according to automated recommendations) of the vocabularies used by
the mapping rules to describe the domain knowledge.

– the quality of the output. To achieve this, both automated solutions assess-
ing data quality and domain experts will be used to evaluate the resulting
dataset in regard to the identified or generated entities, the provided seman-
tic annotations, the interlinking and the overall modelling of the domain.

– the accuracy and the precision and recall of the retrieved, identified and en-
riched entities in conjunction with the confidence for the interlinked entities.

– the integrity of the resulting dataset and the overall analysis of the output’s
datasets in respect to its graph-based representation, for instance in and out
degree, its connectivity, its density, bridges, paths etc.

– the impact of the resulting dataset’s structure and interlinking in respect to
its subsequent consumption. To be more precise, how traversing and querying
the dataset is affected by the choices taken while modelling the knowledge
domain. In the case of querying, we aim to examine both the complexity of
the queries definition and the time and overload to execute them.

– finally, while the performance is important to verify that the mappings can
be executed in reasonable time, the performance of an rml processor is not
the main focus of this work. However, the two fundamental ways of executing
the mappings (mapping-driven or data-driven) will be evaluated and com-
pared to identify best use-cases. The execution planning of the mapping rules
though is more interesting and will be deeper investigated and evaluated.

9 Reflections

The main difference of our approach compared to existing works on mapping
data is that we (i) introduce the idea of a uniform way of dealing with the
mapping of heterogeneous sources and (ii) introduce the aspect of interlinking
while we perform the mapping of data to the rdf data model. We approach the
mapping from a domain modelling perspective where the data is either incor-
porated to a partially described domain or is mapped combined, forming their
own domain. This way, we achieve generating datasets with higher integrity that
are already interlinked among each other and with the lod and thus we reduce
the effort for subsequent interlinking of resources and offer better conditions for
their subsequent consumption.
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